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The study The legislative and Institutional Framework to Control Pollution
from land Use Activities in the U.S. Great lakes Basin was carried out as part
of the efforts of the Pollution from land Use Activities Reference Group (PLUARG) ,
an organization of the International Joint Commission, established under the
Canada-U.S. Great lakes Water Quality Agreement of 1972. The study was completed
by Linton & Company, Inc. under subcontract to the Great lakes Basin with funding
by the U.S. Ehviromental Protection Agency. Disclaimer: Findings and conclusions
are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the Reference
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CHAPTER 1 - INTRODUCTION
GENERAL
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This Chapter presents the definitions of the land use activities, the
control components studied and a summary of the methodology used to compile
this study. The land use activities for which centrals are studies are those
that PLUARG has found may cause nonpoint pollution, they arepresented in
priority of concern as identified by PLUARG. The control components are
compatible with those used in the legislative report for the Canadian side of
the Great Lakes Basin. The methodology is divided into three steps——data
collection, analysis, and evaluation and identification of future actions--
for each state and the federal government. These studies become the basis for
the comparison of centrals and their implementation, within the basin.
LAND USE ACTIVITIES
The Reference Group has identified the land use activities which maycon—
tribute to pollution. The activities are grouped into land use categories,
where the priority of concern is identified.1
(1) Urban Areas —— high priority. This category has two land use activities -—
site runoff from construction activities and stormwater runoff. These areas
are the densely settled, built—up areas generally including those economic
activities requiring the concentration of firms and the work force.
(2) Agriculture -— high priority. This category has five land use activities —-
application of pesticides, application of fertilizers, feedlot operations,
erosion from general farm practices, and drainage. An agricultural area is
defined as those lands including structures actively committed to the pro-
duction of food and fibre.
(3) Liquid, Solid and Deepwell Waste Disposal Areas —— high priority. There are
three land use activities —— solid waste disposal, liquid sludge disposal
and deepwell disposal. This category includes those areas used for landfills,
land application of wastewater effluents and the injecting of wastes into
subsurface geological formations.
(4) Transportation Corridors -— medium priority. One land use activity is
considered —— runoff from construction, maintenance and use of transportation
facilities. These facilities include highways and roads, airports, railroads,



















 (5) Shoreline Landfilling Activities —— medium priority. This category has two
land use activities —— land or construction excavations and dredging. There
is no definition as to the distance from the water's edge in which controls
should be enforced.
(6) Extractive Operations —- low priority. Three land use activities have been
identified —— pits and quarries, mining, and the disposal of brines from
oil and gas operations. The land areas covered are those taken by the
removal and primary processing of materials from either bedrock or surface
deposits.
(7) Recreation Areas —- low priority. Three land use activites have been
identified -— runoff related to specific recreational activities, pesticide
use andprivate waste disposal. This category includes public and private
lands designated for recreational use.
(8) Forested Areas -— low priority. Four land use activities have been identified
as sources of pollution —— timber production,woodland grazing, wildlife
management and recreation.
CONTROL COMPONENTS
Research by the contractor and the Canadian contractors has identified six
control components which can be applied in different combinations and to different
degrees in controlling land use activities which have the potential of causing
nonpoint pollution in a specific area. The components identified are:2
PC — Direct Pollution Control -— where a specific activity is controlled by law
ore regulation through prevention or reactive means. Preventive control
is where a proposed or continuing activity mustreceive approval from a
designated agency prior to the implementation, or at periodic intervals.
Reactive control is where an activity may proceed without prior approval,
but is subject to control retroactivity if standards are violated. An
example of a preventive control is requiring a permit for activities
within a specific distance from a lake or stream. A reactive control is
the fining of a governmental highway department for a fish kill that resulted
from inadequate control of runoff froma road construction project.
 
P — Planning —— where a plan of a specific activity must be submitted prior to
implementation of the activity, or where a local or State agency develops
a general or specific plan, including water quality considerations, which
must be followed in approving and/or implementing specific actions. Examples
of this would be a site plan showing the stormwater and site runoff control
measures to be employed during and after development and a comprehensive
land use plan for a locality.
OS - Indirect Control -- where an act or regulation has been implemented for
another major purpose, but will have anindirect impact on controlling
nonpoint pollution. An example of this type of control is the review and
licensing of sanitary landfill operators to insure that the landfill does









legislative mandate, but which are designed to reduce pollution.
This
includes educational and citizen participation programs and technical
assistance provided to various client groups.
An example is the soil
conservation courses of an agricultural extension agent or a State agency
assisting a locality in developing a comprehensive plan.
Management of Public Lands —- the guidelines adopted by a public agency
on how it will maintain the lands that it owns.
This also includes
how the agency views its responsibilities in responding to the controls
of other public agencies.
An example is the practive of right-of-way
maintenance practiced by a department of transportation and its response
l
to sedimentation controls imp sed by a pollution control agency.
Fiscal Incentives or Disincentives —- where public agencies provide
monetary incentives to other public agencies or private groups or indivi-
duals to assist in the implementation of pollution abatement programs.
A disincentive is where costs are imposed without assistance or an activity
requires payment of an additional tax. An example of an incentive is the
agricultural cost sharing program, while a disincentive is the higher
taxing of an individual who does not provide adequate drainage on his land.
METHODOLOGY
The methodology used in completing this study is made up of the following
components:
0 Inventory of legislation based on literature review and expansion
and refinement by PLUARG and Great Lakes Basin Commission officials
and/or staff
0 Development of a series of reports, one for each state and the
federal government. These are based on the inventory and inter-
views of federal, state and local officials. They present the
organizational and legislative frameworks and the program
implementation.
0 A comparison of state authority within the federal framework
is developed.
 
o A summary of the study is prepared.
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Management of Public Lands
F = Fiscal Incentives or Disincentivies
Page = page where details can be found
SUM = page reference to this summary report
SR I page reference to federal or state report
NOTE: Identification of a land
use activity with a control mech-
anism symbol does not mean that
the area is adequately controled.
Reference should be made to the
pages cited.
TABLE I
SUMMARY: TYPE OF CONTR
OLS AND REFERENCES
INSTITUTION
   
LAND USE ACTIVITY FEDERAL ILLINOIS INDIANA MICHIGAN MINNESOTA NEw YORK OHIO PENNA. WISCONSIN
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LEG
END
pc = Direct pollution control
F = Fiscal Incentives or Disincentivies
P = planning
Page = page where details can be found
as a Indirect control
SUM = page reference to this summary report
N5 = Non—Statutory Control
SR = page reference to federal or state report
MP = Management of Public Lands
NOTE: Identification of a land
use activity with a control mech—
anism symbol does not mean that
the area is adequately controled.
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Soil conservation districts in all the Great Lakes Basin states provide
soils information and practice standards and specifications to municipalities
and developers to control sediment from construction sites.
In addition,
the districts assist municipalities in the development of sediment control
ordinances.
Construction site runoff is not one of the land use activities analyzed
for the state of Illinois.
In Indiana, there is no statewide regulatory sediment control program
for construction site runoff.
Currently, a bill is before the State legislature, known as the Soil
Erosion Sediment Control Act, that provides authority for the control of
construction activities. This bill calls for: (l) the establishment of a
comprehensive erosion and sediment control program, (2) the development of
guidelines which would set forth erosion and sediment control practices,
and (3) specifications which, when properly applied, will reduce soil loss.
The bill requires plan approval before any land disturbing activity can
commence. The existing State Soil and Water Conservation Committee and the
local SWCD's would be responsible for implementing this Act.
Currently in Indiana, however, there are several authorities which
provide general powers to control to County Drainage Boards, Metropolitan
and Area Plan Commissions and cities, towns and countries. All of these
governmental units focus their efforts on problems other than strict water
quality concerns. As a result, actions taken by these agencies only have
an indirect impact on pollution caused by siterunoff.
At the state level, the Natural Resources Commission has the authority
to regulate construction activities in floodways by virtue of its authority
to issue permits for construction in floodways or on the shoreline of lakes.
In Michigan, under the Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Act, the
Department of Natural Resources has the authority to control all major earth
moving activities except those dealing with logging and mining. After 1979
agricultural activities, except plowing and tilling, will be subject to
control. A major earth moving activity is defined as a project that disturbs
one or more acres of land, or is within 500 feet of a waterway.
Local governments are responsible for developing and enforcing local
soil erosion and sediment control programs and designate local enforcement
agencies which must have their soil erosion control program approved by the
state. Any public or private organization or individual who engages in a
major earth change must obtain a permit from the local enforcement agency.


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































rules, a plan must be developed for every earthmoving activity. According
to state officials, insufficient financial resources are allocated to DER
to administer the permit program. Consequently, limited staff are assigned
to this program which weakens enforcement of the program.
In Wisconsin, localities have the authority to control construction
activities through their powers to enact and enforce zoning ordinances,
subdivision regulations, building and sanitary codes and to adopt a develop—
ment plan. Few municipalities have taken steps to pass ordinances that
would control construction site runoff. The few localities which have enforce-
ment powers lack financial resources to implement the program.
There are also two special purpose districts in Wisconsin which have
the authority to control construction site erosion. They are the Inland
Lake Protection Districts and Soil and Water Conservation Districts.
Inland Lake Protection Districts, through the Inland Lake Protection Pro—
gram, have already focused their attention on sediment runoff problems.
The Districts are established to plan, adopt and carry out lakeprotection
and rehabilitation projects. They do not have the power to enact zoning
or lake use ordinances. The Districts receive technical assistance from
the state to develop individual sediment control programs. The impact of
their program remains to be seen.
Soil and Water Conservation Districts (SWCD) can directly control
construction site runoff through land use regulations. Only one of the
SWCD's in Wisconsin has adopted land use controls. They can also aid in
regulating runoff byassisting cities and villages in developing conserva-
tion and comprehensive plans, and providing information and technical
assistance. The Washington County Project funded as a Great Lakes Demon-
stration grant addresses runoff problems. One of the recommendations
growing out of the project will be model legislation which will create
an easier process of adopting controls by Soiland Water Conservation
Districts.
Wisconsin's Shoreland Zoning Program provides an instrument for
the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) and local jurisdictions
to control construction site activities in Shoreland areas.
Under the program, DNR is responsible for preparing comprehensive
plans for control of land use activities in Shoreland areas and establish—
ing guidelines for the development of local Shoreland ordinances. Local
jurisdictions are responsible for adopting and implementing ordinances which
comply with the state guidelines. To date, the state has completed
developing its comprehensive planand guidelines. Almost all counties have




The control of stormwater runoff must be looked at from two different
viewpoints: (l) nonstructural, which is an attempt to reduce the amount of
runoff and/or pollutions that ultimately end up ina collection system, and
(2) structural, which is the treatment of the water that is collected.
The responsibility for control of stormwater runoff is traditionally
a local one with no states having control programs. Local activities to
date have primarily been to construct collection facilities, originally
combining stormwater with sanitary sewage but, more recently, placing
emphasis on separating stormwater fromsanitary sewage. Also, in recent
years, some localities have required stormwater management measures in new
developments through zoning and subdivision ordinances. This has led to
the development of retention ponds and the use of other devices to reduce
the amount of stormwater or to mitigate its pollution effect. All state
and local jurisdictions are awaiting the completion of the current Water
Quality Management Plans before they takeany additional action.
The federal government has no direct control over urban stormwater
runoff. The Water Quality Management Planning Program requires that state
and local governments develop solutions to their stormwater runoff problems.
These solutions must be a combination of structural and nonstructural.
Federal flood control requirements also have an impact on stormwater runoff.
In Illinois, the Chicago Metropolitan Sanitary District has recommended
a plan for intercepting a majority of stormwater outfalls, and significantly
reducing the impact of stormwater runoff in Lake Michigan. State and
federal officials are currently reviewingthis plan.
In Indiana, local jurisdictions have the authority to control
stormwater runoff through their zoning and subdivision authority and the
local responsibility to provide public services. Certain special districts
have authority to construct stormwatercontrol facilities. At the state
level, the Department of Natural Resources and the Board of Health are
trying to define and develOp technical solutions. Unfortunately, because
of limited amount of technical knowledge and/or implementation funds, the
state and local jurisdictions have been unable to develop effective control
measures.
In Michigan, local jurisdictions have the authority to control
stormwater runoff through their zoning powers, subdivision requirements,
and their responsibility to provide public services. However, these
authorities have not been effectively used as a control measure for pollution
from urban stormwater runoff in Michigan.
18
 Various state and local agencies have the authority through the
Michigan Subdivision Control Act to approve the subdivision of land. This
authority may be used as an indirect method to review developmentplans
to insure proper stormwater control. The use of this Act for this purpose
varies from agency to agency. In addition, the Michigan Drain Code gives
the County Drain Commission authority to control stormwater runoff.
In Minnesota, stormwater runoff is regulated by municipalities, towns,
and/or regional sanitary sewer districts through their responsibility to
build and operate public works which include drains and ditches. Few
localities have attempted to address stormwater runoff.
In New York, the State has authority to issue permits for combined
sewers. Funding for construction of combined sewer systems is not available
at the State level unless it can be shown that combined sewers aremore
cost—effective than a separate system. Due to the small amount of infor—
mation available to the Contractor, the degree to which local jurisdictions
are involved in stormwater control in New York cannot be determined. Local
jurisdictions havethe authority to control and effect stormwater runoff
through their zoning powers, and subdivision requirements, and their re—
sponsibility to provide public services.
In Ohio, municipalities and sewer districts have the authority to
control stormwater runoff. In certain municipalities a separate depart-
ment is established to manage and supervise all public works. Each
municipality is responsible for planning and constructing sanitary and
storm sewer systems.
Local jurisdictions havezoning powers and subdivision requirements
which provide them with the authority to control stormwater runoff. As
in all Great Lakes states, technical solutions to stormwater runoff problems
are in the process of being developed. Until the technical solutions
become available, existing authorities cannot be applied specifically to
resolve this problem.
Stormwater runoff is being given top priority in two Water Quality
Management Plans in Pennsylvania. Local jurisdictions have the authority
to control stormwater runoff through their general zoning powers, subdi-
vision regulations, and through their responsibility to provide basic
public services.
In Wisconsin, stormwater is controlled by one of a number of special
districts: metropolitan sewage districts (MSD); joint sewarage commissions
(JSC); and town sanitary districts. Each district has the authority to 1






Federal acts which have an impact on the use of pesticides from a
water quality standpoint are the Federal Environmental Pesticide Control
Act of 1972, controlling the use of pesticides, and the Federal Insecti—
cide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act (FIFRA), controlling the manufacture,
sale, and transportation of pesticides.
Under FIFRA, the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) is given the
authority to classify pesticides, to require the certification of all
commercial and private applicators of pesticides, and to require the states
to submit plans which will contain the standards for certification and the
state agency responsible for administering a certification and monitoring
the program. The EPA must establish standards identifying which, how and
who mayuse pesticides, and the training necessary for the users. These
standards become the basis for the development of the state programs.
The Federal Pesticide Control Act requires EPA to test and certify
all pesticides that are in use and only certify for use those pesticides
that have limited and short-term impact on the environment as a whole.
EPA's funding to carry out this program is limited; therefore, it will be
many years before all pesticides can be tested. This lack of sufficient
testing should not, in the Contractor's opinion, deter from the positive
aspects that are taking place at the state level in terms of the control
of the application of pesticides and the user training programs.
Within the states, the control of pesticides has traditionally been
a function of state government. No activity was identifiedat the local
level in terms of controlling pesticides. The states have encountered
problems in developing their programs, primarily in determining what to
control and how to control it. This difficulty is the result of the lack
of technical information on the impact of chemicals on water quality, and
the requirement for the development of mechanisms to control activities
which in the past have not been regulated.
The problems associated with pesticides were not analyzed for the
state of Illinois.
In Indiana, the State Chemist is responsible for prescribing standards
for certification and issuing operator licenses. This office also develops
the pesticide applicators' training program. The Indiana Cooperative
Extensive Service has primary responsibilityfor conducting the training
program. There are still a substantial number of applicators to certify,
but the program has been well aceepted in the state. The Indiana Pesti-
cide Review Board is responsible for developing regulations with regard to
the transport, storage and disposal of any pesticide or pesticide container.
There appears to be adequate staff to enforce the overall program.
20
The use and application of pesticides in Michigan are controlled at
the State level. By law, all pesticides must be registered with the
Department of Agriculture.
All dealers of restricted pesticides, commer-
cial applicators and farmers who apply pesticides must be licensed by the
Department.
Pesticides are controlled in Minnesota by the Department of Agricul-
ture, which operates a crop pest control program. Its activities include
field surveys, inspection and certification of pesticides being moved
interstate and intrastate, and publication and dissemination of information.
The Department is also responsible for regulating the labelling, distribution,
and sale of pesticides. In addition, the Department operates an applicators'
licensing program for commercial applicators. The Department offers nine
categories for licensing. It also has a restricted uSe program. The
Agricultural Extension Service develops and provides the actual training
material. ‘
In New York, the Department of Environmental Conservation establishes
procedures for cleaning and disposing of pesticide containers and unwanted
or unused pesticides. New York is one of the few states that does this.
It also determines which pesticides may be used or restricted and by whom
and how they can be distributed. The Department is responsible for certify-
ing commercial and private applicators.
The Department is anxious to certify and license all applicators and
there appears to be adequate staff to accomplish this. The program is
comprehensive in its approach and uses a mandatory training program to
increase the skills of the individuals handling and applying pesticides.
The distribution, sale, transport, storage and application of pesticides
in Ohio is regulated by the Department of Agriculture which also operates
a training program to certify commercial and private applicators. The
program is in its initial stages of operation with manypolicy decisions
still being made. To keep up with the increasing number of certified
applicators and applicants, it will be necessary for the Department to
expand its program.
The use, distribution, storage, application and disposal of pesticides
is regulated at the state level in Pennsylvania. All pesticides and
pesticide dealers must be registered with the Department of Agriculture.
The Department has developed and is conducting a training program for
applicators, and carries out routine field inspections.
In Wisconsin, pesticide use, sale, distribution and storage are regu-
lated through the issuance of a permit by the Department of Agriculture.
These application permits are handled on a case by case basis and may set
additional restrictions depending upon local circumstances.
 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Wisconsin does not have any direct controls on the application of
fertilizers. The state is currently attempting to obtain better information
on the time, rate and method of application of fertilizers to determine if
there are regulatory or non—regulatory programs that might control the use
of fertilizers. The Agricultural Extension Service does provide information
to farmers on the application of fertilizers.
Feedlots
Under Section 401 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as amended,
the Environmental Protection Agency operates the National Pollution Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES). This system requirespermits to control
discharges from animal feedlot operations if (1) the feedlot operation has
1,000 or more animal units; or (2) a feedlot operation with more than 300
animal units is discharging pollutants through a man-made conveyance, or
directly into navigable waters. A feedlot operation with less than
300 animal units is not required to have a permit. These smaller operations
are defined as a nonpoint source of pollution, and are subject to best
management practices as requirements are developed and ultimately implemented
by state and local jurisdictions through the Water Quality Management
Planning Program.
The U.S. Soil Conservation Service and the Cooperative Extension
Services operate technical assistance programs that incorporate rural
pollution abatement techniques. Cost share assistance is available from
the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service under the Agri—
cultural Conservation Program. In addition, the 1977 Clean Water Act
established an agricultural cost—sharing program to provide technical and
financial assistance to land owners and operators of rural land to install
and maintain measures designed to reduce nonpoint source pollution.
The problems associated with feedlot operations were not analysed for
the state of Illinois.
In Indiana, intensive animal feedlots are regulated by the Stream
Pollution Control Board under the Indiana Confined Feeding Act, which
requires a permit to operate a confined feedlot.
A small staff devotes approximately 60% of its time to the review of
confined feeding control plans and the issuing of permits. Routine
inspection and monitoring are not possible.
There are feedlots in Michigan which meet the size requirement for






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Erosion from Farm Practices
 
At the Federal level, the control of erosion from agricultural
practices is one of the requirements that must be included in all of the
Water Quality Management Plans currently being developed at the state and
local level. There are two additional programs which provide assistance
to farmers to help control erosion from farm activities. They are the
Agricultural Cost Sharing Program of the Soil Conservation Service and
the Agricultural Conservation Program of the Agricultural Stabilization
and Conservation Service. The Soil Conservation Service, under the Agri—
cultural Cost Sharing Program, may enter into contracts of not less than
five years nor more than ten years with owners and operators having




















pollution. The SCS also has completed soil surveys in the Great Lakes
Basin. The Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service utilizes

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Soil Erosion and Sediment Control
25
 
 tation controls for agricultural areas as well as urban areas. The
proposed legislation would authorize and direct the State Soil and Water
Conservation Committee to develop and coordinate a comprehensive State
erosion and sediment control program. The Committee would also be respon-
sible for establishing maximum soil losses to be tolerated as standards
for disturbing activities and critical erosion areas and set guidelines
that detail erosion and sediment control practices. The bill requires
everyone engagingin a land disturbing activity to submit a plan for erosion
and sediment control.
In Michigan, the Sediment Control Act provides the State with the
authority to control all major earth moving activities except those dealing
with logging and mining. The implementation of agricultural practices,
however, shall not take effect until January 1, 1979. Agricultural practices
in the context of the Act include all farming operations except the plowing
and tilling of land for the purpose of crop production or the harvesting of
crops. The Act requires a landowner or developer to obtain a permit from an
appropriate enforcement agency prior to a major earth change. An applica-
tion for a permit must be accompanied by anapproved soil erosion and
sedimentation control plan.
A major earth moving activity is defined as a project that disturbs
one or more acres of land, or is within 500 feet of a waterway. Acting
through the Michigan Water Resources Commission, the Department of Natural
Resources is responsible for administration of the Act.
Soil Conservation Districts have the authority to assist in developing
comprehensive conservation plans, making soil erosion control equipment and
material available to landowners and administering soil conservation projects.
Each district receives limited funds from the state and federal government
and sometimes from the Boards of County Commissioners to cover administrative
costs.
In Minnesota, at the state level, agricultural activities that can
cause sedimentation can be abated under the state's general water quality
guidelines and regulations. Local units of government have the authority
to pass their own sediment control ordinances. Soil and Water Conservation
Districts have a specific grant of authority through their enabling legis-
lation to assist in developing comprehensive plans for conservation of soil
and water resources. They haveno authority to enforce the plan. SWCD's,
with cost share and technical assistance from the U.S. Soil Conservation
Service, assist farmers in carrying out conservation plans.
In New York, there are two special purpose districts that have the
authbrity to control erosion from farming activities: Soil and Water Con—
servation Districts and Regional Water Resources Planning Boards. SWCD's
have a variety of planning and implementation powers, including providing
assistance to landowners in preparing and reviewing erosion and sediment
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control plans.
Every individual with a rural holding of over 25 acres
must prepare an individual conservation plan by 1980.
There are no pro-
visions in the law penalizing individuals for non-compliance.
 
Regional Water Resources Planning Boards are responsible for preparing
a comprehensive water and related resources plan.
None of these Boards
receive state funds, and their activities are limited to voluntary efforts.
Local units of government have the authority to pass their own sediment
control ordinances.
In Ohio, the Department of Natural Resources (DNR) has proposed legis—
lation that would strengthen the control of sediment in the state. The
proposed legislation would empower the DNR to establish rules and procedures
for administration and enforcement of an agricultural pollution program.
The DNR will enter into cooperative agreements with Soil and Water Conser—
vation Districts to obtain compliance with its rules and orders, provide
services and implement a state cost share program.
At the local level, Soil and Water Districts assist landowners and
operators in meeting established soil and water conservation standards
through technical assistance and education services.
In Pennsylvania, the Department of Environmental Resources (DER) has
the authority to control erosion from farming practices under the Clean
Streams Act. This Act makes the DER responsible for regulating any activity
which creates a danger of pollution or has a potential for pollution.
The Deparment conducts information, training, administrative and liaison
activities while the Soil Conservation Districts act as agents for DER
providing information, assistance in developing and reviewing conservation
plans and maintaining land use. Districts now seek compliance on a
voluntary basis, but they can be delegated full enforcement powers.
In Wisconsin, the Department of Natural Resources is studying pollu-
tion problems related to sediment control through its nonpoint source
program. They are hopeful that this program will identify the parameters
which must be controlled in regard to agricultural erosion, so that con—
trols can be developed.
There are two special districts that have potential power to control
erosion from farming practices: Soil and Water Conservation Districts and
those agricultural uses which fall within an Inland Lake District.
Soil and Water Conservation Districts have the authority to control
land use. However, to adopt land use controls, the Districts are required
to have the proposed ordinance pass a referendum and be approved by the
County Board. Only one SWCD has been successful in passing an ordinance
controlling land use. The District is not in the Great Lakes Basin.
SWCD's are thought to be the best institutional structure to strengthen
sediment control in Wisconsin in that the Board of Directors of each
District is made up of elected officials who have direct access to the
elected power within the county.
 
 A special demonstration project in Washington County is developing
a model ordinance intended to improve the abilities of Soil and Water
Conservation Districts to pass sediment control programs. It is being based
on the Shoreland and Flood Plain Zoning Program, which requires that the
State provide an overall management plan and implementation guidelines
for local jurisdictions. The local jurisdictions are responsible for
developing and implementing control ordinances within the state require—
ments. If implemented, the Soil and Water Conservation Districts will still
lack sufficient manpower to assist farmers in developing sediment control
plans and implement them.
The Inland Lake Protection Districts are of limited use in sediment
control from agricultural sources in that they normally cover areas of
residential development in and around a lake and very little agricultural
land is included in them. For those lands that are included, they cannot
provide direct regulation of agricultural activities to control sediment,
but with cost sharing and technical assistance features, they can work
with farmers to develop plans to control sediment and assist in plan
implementation.
It is the Contractor's evaluation that the combination of the nonpoint
source pollution control program and the Washington County Project should
give the State of Wisconsin a comprehensive look at its sediment control
problems, and should provide draft legislation for sufficient authority
to control sedimentation.
Drainage
Drainage has been the responsibility of local or special district
units of government. The major objective of drainage has been to drain wet
agricultural land. Sediment is suspended in the water drained, but an
efficient drain will settle out the sediment. Conflicts arise when a ditch
must be maintained or reconstructed to enable it to carry drainage effec-
tively. Dredging the ditch destroys the aquatic habitat and can cause
sedimentation, which impacts water quality. This is a conflict of use,
aquatic habitat drainage, and sometimes the two uses are incompatible
There has been comparatively little construction of new open drains
to bring new land into production in the Great Lakes Basin in the last
25 to 30 years, and virtually none in recent years. The Federal role in
drainage relates primarily to technical and financial assistance for con—
struction of field ditches and subsurface drains to make existing cropland
more productive and to reduce the flood hazard.
The Federal Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act may have
beneficial water quality effects since measures which encourage the filtering
of water through the soil are required, rather than water washing off the
surface and carrying sediment and sediment associated contaminants, such
as phosphorus, into streams.
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 The Federal Water Bank Act provides financial assistance to landowners
in specific wetland areas to keep wetlands in their natural state rather
than draining them.
 
Problems associated with drainage were not analyzed for the state of
Illinois.
In Indiana, County Drainage Boards under the Drainage Code have the
authority to control and regulate changes within a drainage area which
can alter drainage characteristics. The intent of the code was to drain
wet agricultural land; thus, any effects that act to limit the deterioration
of water quality are indirect. Some of the county drainage boards do not
require erosion control practices such as bank seedings and erosion control
structures. This is particularly true where Federal cost—share funds have
been utilized to implement the erosion control practices. Drainage factors
are also considered by SWCD'swhen preparing soil conservation plans.
Towns, cities, counties, and planning commissions all have a variety
of powers which allow them to regulate land uses and types of structures
built. These powers may also be used to prevent deterioration of water
quality caused from drainage.
In Michigan, the DNR is responsible for all waters of the state,
including waters in legal drains. Local drains are the responsibility of
elected County Drainage Commissioners. Intercounty drains are operated by
a Board of Commissioners made up of the County Drain Commissioners of the
affected counties and chaired by the Deputy Commissioners for Intercounty
Drains of the Michigan Department of Agriculture. Elected Drain Commis~
sioners have the authority to develop plans, maintain drains, and charge
the costs to benefiting owners for the maintenance and construction of the
drains. The programs of the Drain Commissioners are directed toward
maintenance of drains for agricultural purposes—~not toward water quality.
Most counties have either no inspection program or a very small one.
In Minnesota, ng_York and Ohio, local units of government have the
responsibility and authority to regulate drainage areas through a variety
of planning and zoning powers. These powers may indirectly act to prevent
deterioration of water quality caused from drainage. SWCD's consider
drainage factors when preparing erosion and control plans.
In Pennsylvania, local jurisdictions have a variety of powers to
regulate land use and the types of drainage structures built which indirectly
act to prevent deterioration of water quality cause by drainage. Soil
Conservation Districts have the expertise to assist in solving drainage
problems. Drainage practices are factors considered when approving a plan
for development and in issuing a permit to allow earth disturbing activities.
In Wisconsin, the Department of Natural Resources is responsible for
all waters in the state. Local drains are controlled by Drainage districts
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Local units of government are actually responsible for operating,
constructing, installing, and acquiring solid waste disposal facilities.
Local health departments are responsible for inspecting each site.
In Michigan, the Department of Natural Resources has the authority to
regulate the disposal of solid waste and hazardous wastes. The Department,
in cooperation with county health departments, is responsible for licensing
disposal sites and refuse transportingunits. Licenses are issued based
on DNR minimum guidelines for approval. DNR and local health departments
have the responsibility for inspection of landfill site and transport oper—
ations. Current manpower at both levels of government is inadequate to
implement the program.
The authority to regulate solid waste disposal in Minnesota is divided
between the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency (MPCA) and local jurisdic—
tions. MPCA is responsible for setting standards for promulgating regulations
for solid waste disposal, resource recovery, source reduction, and hazardous
waste management programs. Regulations are being drafted for the identifi-
cation, labeling, classification, storage, collection, transportation, and
disposal of hazardous wastes.
The Agency issues permits for solid waste disposal facilities, transfer
stations and resource recovery facilities. It reviews only those applica-
tions for facilities consistent with the approved county solid waste
management plan.
State solid waste regulations require that all permitted sanitary
landfills have an approved groundwater monitoring system. About 80% of
the permitted sanitary landfills in the State have operational groundwater
monitoring systems providing quarterly reports on the quality of groundwater
"upstream" and "downstream" from the disposal area. The remaining sites
are under review. Additional facility surveillance is achieved through
review of monthly operational reports.


































































































































































































































Conservation's resources do not allow the Department to assist communities
in implementing their plans, except to a limited extent. Furthermore,
there are serious manpower shortages, particularly with regard to inspec—
tion of landfill operations. It is unlikely the State will appropriate
additional funds in the near future.
In Ohio, the authority to regulate the disposal of solid waste is
divided between the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, local health
districts and other units of local government. OEPA is responsible for
overall operation of the State's solid waste management program. The
Agency promulgates regulations and standards which detail procedures for
the licensing of solid waste disposal operations and other procedural
regulations for local health departments. The Agency's activities include
issuing licenses, making on—site inspections and developing a statewide
solid waste management plan.
Counties and municipalities and towns have the authority, by resolu-
tion of their legislative bodies, to provide for the collection and disposal
of garbage and refuse and make appropriate regulations for the construction,
protection, maintenance and use of disposal and collection, recycling or
resource recovery facilities. In general, the powers of municipalities
are much broader than towns or counties due to home rul, although statutory
powers are similar. Health districts are responsible for licensing and
inspecting solid waste disposal sites and facilities. Of the 162 health
districts in Ohio, 92 were issued licenses in 1975.
In Ohio, resource recoveryactivities may be practiced by general
purpose governmental units, or through the creation of special authorities,
by the private sector, or a combination of the public and private sectors.
Ohio has established an independent State agency, the Ohio Water Develop—
ment Authority (OWDA), that is self—financing and self—governing and
within certain limitations may carry out resource recovery activities.
Hazardous wastes are not currently controlled, but legislation is being
developed that would provide for a coordinated and comprehensive program.
In Pennsylvania, the Department of Environmental Resources has both
planning and regulatory authority over solid waste disposal. The Depart—
ment may provide technical assistance and pay up to 50% of the required
county and municipal costs of preparing solid waste plans, studies, surveys
and research. County and municipal plans must meetDER rules and regu-
lations regarding transport, storage, collection and disposal of solid
wastes. DER issues permits to use land for solid waste processing or for
a disposal area of a solid waste management system. A license is also
required to transport and dispose of solid wastes in a mine. '
DER is also responsible for administering the State's resource recovery
program. It is a financial incentive program designed to assist munici-
palities in developing resource recovery systems. Unfortunately, shifts
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 in financial priorities have resulted in the necessary funds being cut
back to implement this program.
In Wisconsin, the Department of Natural Resources conducts the State's
solid waste management program. The Department is responsible for es—
tablishing minimum standards for the location, design, construction,
operation and maintenance of solid waste disposal sites and facilities.
It requires the annual licensing for the operation of solid waste facilities
with emphasis on the technical adequacy of the site and facility design.
In addition, the Department issues compliance orders, makes referrals,
and conducts an education and training program.
 
Counties have the authority to establish solid waste management plans




















Cities and villages regulate landfills within their boundaries and one-and—













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































entire scope of the problem.
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 In New York, haulers of industrial wastes must be registered.
Haulers must report the location of pickup and disposal. New York
requires that land treatment be approved by the DEC. The DEC operates
on a case—by—case basis, giving consideration to field topography and soil
characteristics, climatic conditions, crops to be utilized, and water
balances. The State does not approve systems that allow runoff to surface
waters.
The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency (OEPA) and the local health
departments or districts are involved in regulating the disposal of liquid
sewage sludge. The OEPA has not established a standard policy position
on the accepted disposal practices but treats the approval of each sludge
disposal procedure on an ad hoc basis. OEPA has the overall responsibility
of reviewing and approving and issuing permits for the land application
on sludge. Under recently proposed regulations, the requirement for a
solid waste permit if landfills are used for sludge disposal would be
reaffirmed. At the local level, health departments or districts act to
enforce OEPA solid waste regulations and permits. If land application is














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 licensing all persons and vehicles engaged in the cleaning and servicing
of septic tanks.
Local health departments regulate the construction and maintenance of
septic tanks through their authority to adopt sanitary codes. The strict-
ness of these codes varies from county to county. In general, it appears
that a local health department provides a reasonable level of review prior
to the construction of a septic tank. Post—construction surveillance,
however, is not widely performed. Although these deficiencies are largely
attributed to the financial constraints of local health departments, there
are no existing guidelines which require local health departments to fulfill
this ongoing monitoring function.
In Minnesota, the Department of Health, the Pollution Control Agency
and local jurisdictions are involved in regulating private sewage disposal.











































































There have been problems, however, in the older, existing lots which may
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































permit application and a nominal fee.
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 TRANSPORTATION CORRIDORS
The control of runoff from transportation facilities varies widely.
Most of it is oriented toward highways and airports, with the only require-
ments on other types of facilities being for the preparation of an
environmental impact statements.
All states are required to implement programs responsive to the Federal
Highway Administration's Erosion Control Program. The program only applies
to state and county roads which receive federal funding. In addition to
this program, only Pennsylvania and Michigan have controls on all roads
regardless of funding source. All these programs deal primarily with the
construction of roads and not with their operation and maintenance, although
Minnesota has controls over the use of salts. This is an area where the
Water Quality Management Planning Program requires the development of
management programs to insure the proper development of controls.
The FAA has requirements for erosion control in the construction and
improvements to airports. All states which receive FAA funding are required
to adhere to these FAA controls.
The study did not examine problems related to transportation corridors
for Illinois. I
In Indiana, the State Highway Commission is responsible for ensuring
all State and county roads which receive federal funding provide for con—
trol of runoff and erosion. Enforcement is by resident inspectors employed
by the State. Public use airports receiving FAA funding must also comply
with runoff controls.
In Michigan, the Department of Transportation ensures compliance with
FHWA's erosion control specifications.




















































































































































































































































































































































































DEC throughout the development, evaluation, and implementation of programs
and projects which are promulgated under the legislative authority of
the respective agencies. Each agency furnishes the other with copies of
its long—range plans for the improvement of facilities and services under
its jurisdiction and copies of its current capital program and scheduled
maintenance program.
The Ohio Department of Transportation oversees those aspects of high—
way construction which impact water quality, principally sediment control.
Guidelines for sediment control are promulgated in Ohio DOT. These
guidelines must be followed in construction of any local highway where
federal funds are used. All airport facilities using federal funds must
provide for the control of runoff and erosion as set by FAA standards.
In Pennsylvania, the Department of Transportation is responsible for
developing programs assuring adequate, safe and efficient transportation.
With regard to erosion, the Department is responsible for ensuring that
all state and county roads which receive federal funding provide for con—
trol of runoff and erosion as specified by FHWA regulations. Public use
airports receiving FAA funding are also subject to runoff controls.
DER is another agency, through its general grant of authority, which
has the ability to regulate runoff. Any developer who wishes to construct
an airport is required to obtain a permit where his earth moving activities
affect 25 acres or more.
In Wisconsin, FHWA specifications are enforced by the Wisconsin
Department of Transportation through their contracting procedures for
highway construction. The state has no regulations which specifically
focus oncontrol of runoff from transportation corridors.
SHORELINE LANDFILLING
The land use activities identifiedas possible sources of pollution
in shoreline landfilling are construction along the shoreline and dredging.
The Federal government has two acts which require state and local govern—
ments to control pollution from the land use activities on the shoreline.
Under the Coastal Zone Management Act, states, in cooperation with local‘
governments, develop management programs including regulations to insure
that development in the coastal zone of each state is completed in an
environmentally sound manner, and that such development does not create
erosion problems that are detrimental to the activities of man. The Water
Quality Management Planning Program requires local jurisdictions and states
to develop management plans for the control of pollution in all areas,
including the shoreline area.
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 The second section applicable to shoreline actitivities is Section
404 of the 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control Act. It authorizes the
Corps of Engineers (COE) to issue permits to all public and private
agencies wishing to conduct dredging and filling activities in any navi-
gable water. Stateswho desire to administer their own individual and
general permit program may do so if approved by EPA. Federal guidelines
that list requirements for application and approval have not been published.
Under the operating program, COE is required to provide for the con—
sideration of all public concerns environmental, social and economic——in
the decision—making process--to either issue or deny permits.
Along with the discharge of material which has been dredged or
excavated from any waters of the United States, the following types of
activities are also regulated by this program: site development fills for
recreational, industrial, commercial, residential, and other uses; cause—
ways or road fills; dams and dikes; artificial islands; property protection
and/or reclamation devices; beach nourishment; levees; sanitary landfills,
and backfilll required for the placement of structures such as sewage
treatment facilities.
All the states in the U.S. Great Lakes Basin are in the process of
developing their Coastal Zone Management programs, and Water Quality
Management Plans. These plans will be complete in 1978. The development
of these plans under federal regulation will insure a comprehensive approach
to the control of pollution from shoreline landfilling activities.
All states currently have state laws which require that dredging
receive a state permit; and, in the case of Wisconsin and New York, an
environmental impact statement is also required. All states are making
varying degrees of effort in coordinating their dredging permit program
with that of the Corps of Engineers.
The Illinois Department of Transportation is the lead agency in regu-
lating dredging and shoreline construction activities in the state. The
Illinois Department of Conservation, the Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency and the Illinois Pollution Control Board must also approve the
dredging permit before it is issued. There is coordination, although not
a specific written agreement, between the IDOT and the Corps of Engineers
for their dual permitting program. The dredging program is working well,
with adequate staffing and finances.




































































































 required to develop a municipal management program that meets specific re—
quirements developed by the state. The state will certify the municipal
governments meeting those requirements. Financial assistance will be
provided to municipalities for developing and maintaining their coastal
management responsibilities.
In Indiana, the Natural Resources Commission has the authority to
control dredging and land excavation activities. The Commission is respon—
sible for issing a permit for any construction, excavation or alteration
in a floodway. The Commission is also responsible for making a comprehensive
plan of flood control areas. The Commission is empowered to cooperate with
the Army Corps of Engineers with regard to any flood control works.
In Michigan, the Department of Natural Resources and local jurisdic—
tions can regulate dredging, and filling activities. Under the authorities
provided in the Shorelands Protection and Management Act, DNR is responsible
for establishing standards for localities to develop shoreland zoning
ordinances. The localities must adopt shoreland zoning for hazardous and
sensitive areas. The ordinances must meetDNR's standards and approval.
In Minnesota, dredging and filling operations are regulated bya
Corps of Engineers permit program and must comply with the substantive state,
interstate and local water quality standards and effluent limitations.
In New York the Department of Environmental Conservation has the
authority to control dredging and land excavation activities through the
Stream Protection Law.
This Law provides the DEC with the authority to
regulate activities affecting the beds and banks of unprotected streams,
excavations and fills in navigable waters and construction of sizeable
docks. Plans to disturb a stream or navigable waters will not be approved
if the proposal causes unnecessary soil erosion or water pollution.
The Freshwater Wetlands Act regulates draining and/or dredging acti-
vities within any freshwater wetland.
The Act calls for an.inventory of
freshwater wetlands throughout the state.
When the inventory is completed, a permanent regulatory program will
go into effect.
In the meantime, an interim program is in effect which
prohibits anyone from conducting a "regulated activity" in a wetland without
obtaining an interim permit. Permits are granted only if the applicant
can demonstrate that a hardship would be suffered without the permit.
In Ohio, the Department of Natural Resources has authority to control
dredging and land excavation activities through its operation of a permit
program for dredge-and-fill projects.
The Department is the liaison
contact agency within Ohio for all Corps of Engineer projects.
In Pennsylvania, the Department of Environmental Resources has
authority for issuing permits to carry out dredging construction or exca-
vation activities along the shoreline.
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 The Water Obstruction Act also provides DER with a regulatory tool
to control Shoreland filling activities. The Act prohibits construction
of any water obstruction without first obtaining a permit from DER.
In Wisconsin, land disturbing activities along the shoreline are con—
trolled at the state and local levels. The State has control through the
Shoreland and Flood Plain Zoning Program and the Public Inland Lake Pro-
tection and Rehabilitation Program. The programs allow the state to
control shoreline activities through the development of standards, the
provision of technical and financial assistance, and the assurance that
the responsible local units of government will enforce the programs. The
local units of government which implement the Shoreland and Inland Lake
Programs have direct planning and indirect controls over activities along
the shoreline.
The Corps of Engineers and DNR are responsible for approving and
issuing permits to conduct any dredging activities. DNR requires an en-
vironmental impact statement be written and approved before it will issue
a dredging permit. The control of construction, land excavation, and





There are no direct Federal controls over pit and quarry operations.
The control of these activities has traditionally beena function of the
states, wittl a minimal local input. Under the Water Pollution Control
Act Amendment of 1972, as amended by the Clean Water Act of 1977, designated
state and local agencies are responsible for development of best management
practices for extractive operations.
The U.S. Geological Survey also provides topographic and geological
information to local governments as it relates to mining operations.
Problems with regard to pits and quarries were not examined for Illi-
nois.
In Indiana, pollution problems from sand and gravel quarry operations
are minimal. Operators are not required to obtain a permit to engage in
sand and gravel and quarry operations except when those operations are located
within a floodway. In those cases, permits are issued by the DNR. Dis-
charges from sand and gravel operations, quarries, and mines must beapproved
by the SPCB.
Michigan's control over pits and quarries is limited to requiring





















































































































































































































































































































































information to local governments.
Problems associated with mining activities were not examined for the
state of Illinois.
In Indiana, mining activities are regulated at the state level by the
Department of Natural Resources. The Department is responsible for issuing
mining permits, approving reclamation plans, and inspecting mine sites.
Under the law, backfilling and grading of strip and surface mining areas is
required. Additionally, peaks and ridges must be graded when adjacent to
public highways and dams. Bonding is also required to insure reforestation
and revegetation for sediment control. Mines are inspected after the area
has been mined and restored. The bond is released at this time if the area
is satisfactorily reclaimed.
In Michigan, mining activities are regulated at the state level through
the Mine Reclamation Act of 1970. This Act applies to all open pit and
surface mining, excluding sand and gravel, peat, and clay operations. The
DNR is responsible for investigating mining activities prior to installation,
establishing regulations and issuing mining permits.
Soil erosion controls are also required through the Water Resources
Commission Act, which requires the Michigan Water Resources Commission to
control pollution of any surface or underground waterways in the state.
This includes the regulation of pollution from mining activities. Action
by the Water Resources Commission is typically initiated as a result ot

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































resources and their zones of location, and financial incentives to insure
the proper development of the mineral resources with the greatest degree
of environmental protection and reclamation.
Brines from Oil and Gas
 
There are no direct Federal controls over brines from oil and gas
operations. However, the Safe Drinking Water Act, Part C, requires state
regulation of the underground injection of wastes.
This includes brines
from oil and gas production if underground sources of drinking water are
threatened.
The study did not examine problems associated with brines from oil
and gas operation in Illinois.
In Indiana, oil and gas wells are regulated by the Department of Nat—
ural Resources.
The Department is responsible for establishing standards
and issuing permits for drilling, operating and abandoning wells.
Addi—
tionally, it is charged with inspecting new drilling and plugging operations,
prior to abandonment, during construction of new pits and upon receipt of
a complaint.
In Michigan, oil and gas wells are regulated by the Department of
Natural Resources through the Conservation of Oil, Gas and Mineral Act.
The Department is responsible for issuing permits for drilling of oil and
gas wells.
It also provides technical assistance to complete permit appli—
cations.
In addition, the Department carries out on—site field inspections
during installation.
There are no oil and gas operations in the state of Minnesota.
Conse—
quently, further investigation in this area is unnecessary.
The plugging of oil and gas wells requires a permit in New York.
All
other operations can be completed without controls except for spacing re-
quirements between wells.
In Ohio, the Department of Natural Resources supervises and regulates
all types of oil and gas field operations.
The Department issues permits
which are required for all wells exclusive of those drilled for fresh water.
The Department also issues permits required for plugging wells.
The DNR staff inspects and supervises the drilling and plugging of
all oil and gas wells, and maintains a close lisison with oil and gas oper—
ators, municipalities and the general public.
The inspectors make an
average of 3.8 visits to a site during a construction of a well.
Thereafter,




 Gas and oil wells in Pennsylvania are regulated by the Department
of Environmental Resources.
The Department is responsible for issuing
permits
for drilling of new wells
and monitors well operations.
The
Department also has the authority to issue leases for exploration and
development of oil and gas wells on state forest and park lands.
Wisconsin has no controls on the disposal of brines from oil and gas
operations.
Recreation
Recreation related activities that have been identified as possible
sources of nonpoint pollution include the use of pesticides, private sewer
systems, and sedimentation runoff from specific types of recreational use.
The reader is referred to the sections on pesticides and private sewer
systems for a discussion of the controls on those respective activities.
However, it should be noted that at the federal level, with regard to pri-
vate sewagedisposal, there are management practices to which the National
Park Service and the National Forest Service must adhere in terms 0f
the provision of sewage disposal the recreational areas that they oper-
ate.
The Water Quality Management Plans must develop plans which will
control sedimentation runoff from specific types of recreational activities.
These plans will be implemented at the local level.
The Federal government does have the authority to administer three
programs which impact nonpoint source pollution generated from specific
types of recreational uses. These are the Land and Water Conservation
Fund Program, Resource Conservation and Development Loan Program, and the
Coastal Zone Management Program. The Land and Water Conservation Act
requires permits for specific types of uses in the National Park System,
and grants to states for the planning, acquisition and development of
outdoor recreation facilities. For the state to be eligible and to receive
a grant, it must complete a comprehensive state outdoor recreation plan
identifying where recreation activities will be pursued and what kind.
The Resource Conservation and Development Loan Program provides tech-
nical cost share and loan assistance to public agencies and others for
public water—based recreation facility development. The program requires
the development of a plan showing the development of a specific recrea—
tional area and that it meets federal planning standards for grant assurance.
The Coastal Zone Management Program, through its requirement for
controls, will insure adequate control over recreational activity in the
coastal zone areas of each of the states.
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 Recreational activities and development related to them have a very























































Management Program will be used to improve the operation and maintenance
of the existing recreation facilities.























regulations regarding recreational activities is not a high priority issue
compared to other land use activities affecting water quality.
In Michigan, existing control of recreational activities that could
impact water quality include: zoning and subdivision control powers, the
Shoreland and Flood Plain Zoning Program, and the Coastal Zone Management
Program. The Sediment Control Act also applies to development of recrea—
tional areas. This Act requires that the developer of the recreational
area receive a permit prior to construction. There are no known require—
ments for the operation of a recreational area once it has been developed.
The Coastal Zone Management Program, administered by the DNR, is
designed to assist local communities in controlling recreation activities
so that the environment is not adversely impacted. This assistance is both
technical and financial.
The Department of Natural Resources in Minnesota is responsible for
regulating recreation activities in the state. The Department is respon—
sible for preparing a detailed resource management plan for 20 major
recreational units. These plans will determine the units' best recrea—
tional uses and how to best manage their resources. The Department has
completed the requirement of classifying each of the units, and has pre—
pared a summary of each decision for legislative review. Rules and
regulations have been established for the administration of Natural and
Recreational State parks. The Department is also responsible for admini—
stering the Wild and Scenic Rivers program. Under this program, management
plans are prepared for rivers that are designated as wild and scenic.
Recreational activities in the state of New York are regulated by
two agencies: the Adirondack Park Agency and the Department of Environ-
mental Conservation.
The Adirondack Park Agency has legislative authority to carry out
and regulate recreation within its boundaries. Most of the State parks
and the developed areas of the APA have extensive water quality regulations
controlling lodges, campgrounds and other facilities provided for the
public.
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 The Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC), the APA and
municipal governments, where appropriate, are responsible for protecting
classified rivers from activities, i.e., recreational uses affecting the
stream banks.
DEC and APA are required by law to make and enforce regulations
necessary to manage, protect, enhance, and control land use in a corridor
(up to one mile wide outside of Adirondack Park and one—half mile inside)
along rivers designated in the State system.
The Stream Protection Law also provides authority to classify streams
in terms of recreational uses. This Act requires that a permit be obtained
for the crossing or use of the stream. Currently, there is no monitoring
or enforcement of the activities of the permits that are issued.
In Ohio, the control of recreational activities falls under the more
generalized controls given to the local units of government. These are
the zoning powers of the general purpose governments, the building inspec—
tion programs, and the Soil and Water Conservation District's programs.
Currently, there are no recreation land use activities creating major
environmental problems in the state.
In Pennsylvania, there has been no significant degradation of land
and adjacent waters caused by recreational land uses. The problems that
do exist are localized and are related to specific types of activities--
i.e., dirt bikes, snowmobiling, hiking. These problems do not occur
throughout the year.



















































































creating water quality problems.




























































































































































































































































































































—   
 of flood control projects, the Corps of Engineers maintains prime re—
sponsibility and provides educational and technical assistance services
to local jurisdictions on how to control and prevent floods.
The Coastal Zone Management Act establishes the Coastal Zone Manage—
ment Program, which requires each state to develop land use control
programs along their coastlines. The implementation of the plans developed
by the states, beginning in 1978, should result in a more uniform control
of lakeshore erosion than currently exists. Currently, Indiana, New York,
Ohio and Pennsylvania have no specific statewide control over the develop-
ment of the lakeshore. These controls are left to the local jurisdictions
through their planning, zoning, and subdivision control powers. The
states of Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin all have Shorelandand Flood
Plain Zoning Programs which require local jurisdictions to develop zoning
programs which meet state standards and are approved by the states. These
zoning programs control development activities in the Shoreland and flood
plain areas and are a model for the Coastal Zone Management Programs.
 
The Illinois Coastal Zone Management Program has completed a detailed
study of Shoreland erosion problems in Illinois. From this study, legis—
lation was drafted (Illinois Coastal Zone Management Act) that would
establish a partnership between state and local governments to control
construction and land modification activities and thus reduct erosion along
the shoreline of Lake Michigan. This Act is currently before the Illinois
General Assembly .
There are two pieces of legislation in Indiana that provide authority
to regulate lakeshore and riverbank erosion. They are the Flood Plain
Management Act, and the Flood Control Act, as amended. Under the Flood
Plain Management Act, the Department of Natural Resources has the authority
to assist local governmental units in identifying and delineating flood
hazard areas and to prepare a statewide Flood Plain Management Program.
The Act gives local governmental units the authority to pass flood plain
management ordinances.
Under the Flood Control Act, the Natural Resources Commission has the
authority to adopt rules and regulations with regard to alteration of a
natural or present water courses. Any person engaging in erecting or
maintaning a floodway as a permanent resident must have a permit which is
issued by the NRC.
In Michigan the responsibility for controlling lakeshore and riverbank
erosion is divided between state and local governments. Authorities are
derived from the Natural Rivers Act, local zoning and subdivision controls,
Inland Lakes and Stream Act, the Shoreland Protection and Management Act,
and the Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Act.
In Minnesota, the responsibility for regulating lakeshore and riverbank
erosion is divided between the Department of Natural Resources, municipali—
ties, and counties. Under the Shoreland Management Act, the Department of
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 Natural Resources (DNR) is responsible for promulgating standards and
criteria regarding land use, subdivision, and development of shoreland
areas. Local governments are required to adopt zoning ordinances con—
sistent with the standards.
In New York, the Department of Environmental Conservation has the
ability to control lakeshore and riverbank erosion through its work in
flood hazard areas. However, the Department is primarily concerned with
flood control work and any impact on water quality is indirect. The
passage of a sediment control act should impact lakeshore and riverbank
erosion. This category is also tied to the control of runoff and the
adequate control of land use through zoning and subdivision authority.
In Ohio, erosion from the natural actions of a lake or river, and how
to control it, has not yet been determined. This includes identification
of the relationships between various different land use activities and their
indirect impact on lakes and streams. Without such a determination, con—
trols cannot be developed. The Contractor was unable to identify any
specific controls for lakeshore or riverbank erosion in the state.
In Pennsylvania, the Clean Streams Act does give the state authority
to control all activities in the vicinity of a stream so that specific
permits must be obtained prior to any of man's earth moving activities
that would impact on a stream or the lakeshore.




































































































































































































































































































































































































The National Forest Act controls the use, occupation, and cutting
of timber in national forests. The U.S. Forest Service regulates
these activities. Regulation is based on the concept of multiple use.
Grazing on federal lands is also controlled and is based on the concept
of the highest use of the land as well as the multiple use concept and
water quality is a minimal consideration. To graze livestock on federal
lands, a permit is required which usually runs for 10 years. The permit
identifies the locations, the seasons of use, and the land capacity for
the grazing to be carried out.
The study did not address forest area activities for the state of
Illinois.
In Indiana, the Department of Natural Resources has the responsibility
of regulating forestry activities in the state. The Department is currently
completing erosion studies to determine critical sediment loss from diff—
erent forest practices.
The focus of the Department's work has historically
been on production rather than conservation of water quality.
Most of the
timber production occurs in southern Indiana-
According to state officials in Michigan, increases in the amount of
timber cutting will not lead to serious increases in sedimentation.
Michigan's forests are, in the first place, usually well—suited for logging
operations.
Their soils are generally not highly erodible.
Furthermore,
the size of individual clearcuts will probably
decreaseand be more care—
fully tailored to the landscape so that harvesting on state forests and,
to a lesser degree, on private lands will be similar to federal guidelines,
which call for a maximum of 25 acre cuts on national forests.
The greatest potential for sedimentation in Michigan comes from haul
roads
(especially at stream corssings)
and skid trails.
Although the
harvest area itself is exempt from the provisions of the Soil Erosion and
Sedimentation Act, haul roads to and from the area are subject to this law.
The application of permit requirements of the Act is expected to provide
better controls over the construction and maintenance of roads.
In Minnesota,
forestry activities are regulated by the DNR.
The
Department is responsible for operating a forest products utilization and
marketing program.
It provides technical assistance and services to
improve the utilization and marketing of Minnesota's forest resources.
Forestry activities
in New York are jointly regulated by the Depart—
ment of Environmental Conservation and local units of government.
The
Department sets timber cutting standards for good forestry practices which
apply to private and public land.
These standards look at forest areas as
multiple use areas and they consider water quality.
Woodland owners are
not required to follow these practices.
The Department also provides























































































































































































































































































log and tree grading.
In Wisconsin no controls of wildlife management or woodland grazing
on State or county lands have been identified from a water quality stand—
point.
Timber production in public forests is controlled by a set of
regulations which require that a permit be obtained prior to cutting.
To
obtain the permit, a plan must be submitted that reflects the work pro-
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(a) “Land-disturbing acitivity“ means any land change which may
result in soil erosion from water or wind and the movement of sediments ---------_-- and sediment rented pollutants
into state waters or onto lands in the State, including, but not limited
to, tilling, clearing, grading. excavating, transporting, and filling
of land, other than federal lands, except that the term shall not
include such minor land-disturbing activities as home gardens and
individual home landscaping. repairs, and maintenance work.
(b) "Person" means any individual, partnership, firm, associa-
tion, joint venture, public or private corporation, trust, estate,
commission, board, public or private institution, utility, cooperatiVe,
municipality, or other political subdivision of this State, any inter-
state body, or any other legal entity.
(c) “State waters" means any and all waters, public or private,
on the surface of the ground, which are contained within, ﬂow through,
or border upon the State of[
] or any portion thereof.
(d) “Erosion and sediment control plan“ or “plan” means a
plan for the control of soil erosionjjnd sediment /ﬁ:§aii3§‘rraﬁa"a"""'""""“'
and Sediment relatEd ponumnts
.
la"(Hummusacmny/.......----.-----------------------------.—------,
stormwater runoff. or accelerated erosion not
(e) “Conservation standards“ or “standards” means standards
rented to a new Iand disturbing activity'
adopted by the Commission or the districts pursuant to Sections 3 and 4,
respectively, of this Act.
if) “Soil erosion" means the wearing away of land by the
action of wind, water, ice, gravity or a combination thereof
(9) “Sediment” means solid particulate matter, mineral or
organic. that has been deposited in water, is in suspension
in water, is being transported, or has been removed from
its site of origin by the processes of soil erosion and
stormwater runoff.




















means salts in irrigation return flows and animal wastes.
(12 "Enduring practices“ means those conservation practices
wh ch have a useful life of at least ten years and which
have Substantial public benefits.
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guidelines foremsiowand'sedhnene-eormol: To assist in developing its
programfeach district
shall name an advisory
committee of not less
than
7 nor more than ll members representing such interests as housing,
financing. industry. agriculture. recreation, and local governments.




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































ant to this Act,
shall
be deemed to be in compliance with the requirements of the
act for an appro
ved erosion and s
ediment control p
lan.





technical assistance for the installation of enduring measure
which are required in an approved farm or ranch conservatior
plan, or for measures to conform agricultural and silvicul-
tural practices to conservation standards established
pursuant to this Act, any such owner, occupier, or operator
who shall fail to install such measures shall not be deemed
to be in violation of the Act and subject to penalties under
this Act. In connection with such agriclutural or silvi-
cultural operations, the district, or the commission where
appropriate. may, upon its own motion or upon receipt



























































































































































































































































































(a) ltd-disturbing activities ’where
respect to approved plans for erosion and sediment control in connec-




grading, building. or other permitl‘n'ie"aeifniCEEJiﬁg'aﬁthiﬁ'5h3i1}2::::ﬂggﬁ§rgt2ﬁgtl2"?‘erosion
and sediment cantor] mans
provide for periodic inspections of the land-disturbing activity to
insure compliance with the approved plan, and to determine whether the
measures required in the plan are effective in controlling erosion and
sediment resulting from the land-disturbing activities. Notice of such
right of inspection shall be included in the permit. lf the permit-
issuing authority determines that the permittee has failed to comply
with the plan. the authority shall immediately serve upon the permittee
by registered mail to the address specified by the permittee in his
permit application a notice to comply. Such notice shall set forth the
measures needed to come into compliance with such plan and shall specify
the time within which such measures shall be completed. If the permittee




































































With respect to app







































soil erosion and sedim
ent control measures
re-
quired by the approved
plan are being properl
y performed, and whet
her
such measures are ef
fective in controlling




y. Such resident ow
ner,
occupier. or operator
shall be given an oppo
rtunity to accompany
the
inspectors. If it is determined that there is failure to comply with
the approved plan, the district, or the Commission where appropriate,
shall serve upon the person who is responsible for carrying out the
approved plan a notice to comply, setting forth the measures needed
to be taken and specifying the time in which such measures shall be
completed. Such notice shall be by registered mail to the person re-
sponsible for carrying out the plan at the address specified by him in
his certiﬁcation at the time of obtaining his approved plan. Upon
failure of such person to comply within the specified period, he will
be deemed to be in violation of the Act and subject to the penalties
provided by the Act.
(c;.AgxieuJI-uraL-u»cl-far.est¢y—-9pualitm5r-WitIh--respect-
1o
agriculture} and -forestry- operations: 't'he- district- shall» -|'r.we- authority
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 THE LEGISLATIVE AND INSTUTIONAL FRAMEWORK
TO CONTROL POLLUTION FROM LAND USE ACTIVITIES IN
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REMAINING LAND USE ACTIVITIES




















































































Brines from Oil and Gas




















































































































































































































































































































































COMPARISON OF TYPES OF CONTROL WITH IMPLEMEN—
TATION EVALUATION
COMPARISON OF LEVEL OF CONTROL WITH IMPLEMEN-
TATION EVALUATION
COMPARISON OF RATINGS ON AUTHORITY AND IMPLEMEN—
TATION
COMPARISON OF EVALUATION RATINGS WITH STATE
AGENCY AND CONTRACTOR SUGGESTIONS























The purpose of this analysis is to provide the States, the involved
Federal agencies and the Pollution From Land Use Activities Reference
Group (PLUARG) with enough evaluated information to permit them to make
sound decisions on legislative/regulatory measures to reduce pollution
from land use activities. Chapter 2 is a comparison of the state and
federal programs pertaining to each land use activity. Chapter 3 is
an analysis of the information summarized in Chapter 2.
The individual state and federal reports provide the basic informa—
tion summarized, compared and analyzed in this Report. To that the
Contractor has added his evaluation of the best and least control authori-
ties, the adequacy of implementation and needed future actions (in addition
to any proposed by state agencies) for each land use activity. For greater
simplicity the control components in this Report are aggregations of those
in the state and federal reports, as follows:
Direct controls - includes direct pollution control, non—
statutory control and management of public
lands.
Indirect controls — includes planning, indirect control and





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NO — No controls P
INSTITUTION N0 - No action


























































determined at the State level within






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the improved technical assistance mandated in the 1977 Clean Water Act,
and continuing technical research which provides the basis for controls.
The states of Michigan and Pennsylvania, while they have the best
authorities to control construction site runoff, indicated that they need
additional staff to insure adequate implementation. Therefore, they are
seeking new funding mechanisms which will allow them to strengthen their
programs and insure adequate implementation.
In the states of Minnesota, New York, and Wisconsin, state officials
indicated there would be attempts to improve the authority currently
available to control construction site runoff. In Wisconsin, the
Washington Country project is attempting to develop controls which are
based on the Wisconsin Shoreline Protection Act. If successful, the state
will develop guidelines and local jurisdictiOns will develop and implement
programs within the state guidelines. In New Yorkand Minnesota, officials
indicated that additional authority is needed for the adequate control of 1
construction site runoff. They are waiting on the results of the federally
required Water Quality Management Plans currently being developed by state
and local planning agencies before they attempt to design a control


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































*Problem is identified at
State level only
Authority Evaluation:
BC — Best Control

























































































A — Authority Improvement
I — Implementation
NO — No action



























NC — No change



































































































controls is a combination of federal guidelines and technical research
combined with state and local planning and implementation. The federal
government also provides financial and technical assistance for program
development under the Water Quality Management Planning Program.
Within the states, the responsibility for control of stormwater runoff
has traditionally been a local one. To date, the local activity has been
primarily to construct stormwater collection facilities. These facilities
originally combined the stormwater with sanitary sewage, but recently the
emphasis has been on separating the stormwater from sanitary sewage. Also
in recent years some localities have required stormwater management measures
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UK — Not yet determined
+ — Adequate implementation
NI — Information not
- — Inadequate implementation
































**Best Control and Least Control is
determined at the State level within








































































































































































































































































































The state emphasizes this particular aspect of pesticide control and makes
adequate resources available.
All known problems are in the area of implementation. Only Indiana
and New York have, in the Contractor's opinion, applied adequate resources
to the control of pesticides. Michigan and Wisconsin do not have an
adequate information base to make an evaluation of their implementation.
Minnesota, Ohio, and Pennsylvania are providing, in the Contractor's
opinion, inadequate resources for implementation. The federal government
also needsto provide additional resources to implement its authority,
especially in the testing of pesticides for use certification.
Officials in Indiana and Michigan indicated that they see no change
in the authority or the degree of implementation that they are currently
practicing. The Contractor suggests that Michigan attempt to obtain
adequate information on the implementation of its program, so that state
officials may have an adequate picture on the degree of implementation in







































resources, it is not likely that these states will achieve adequate control
over pesticide use. Wisconsin recognizes that it does not yet fully have
the technical base in which to implement a comprehensive control program
for pesticides. Therefore, it is currently carrying out a program of
research to identify the pesticides problems in the state and identify the
best method for implementation of a control program for pesticides.
Fertilizers
Table IV presents the Summary of Findings for each state and the
federal government for the control of the use of fertilizers., Only in




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































*Problem is identified at
**Best Control and Least Control iS
State level only
'
determined at the State level Within









lakes from the use of fertilizers identified and it is a problem of low
magnitude. In remaining states the magnitude of the problem, if any,
caused by fertilizers usage is unknown. Since fertilizers enter the water
through sediment, the control of erosion from farm practices will have
a great impact on reducing pollution from fertilizers. The control of
agricultural erosion is discussed in a subsequent section.
Controls are all indirect. Federal government has no controls over
the use of fertilizers; however, the Soil Conservation Service provides
technical assistance to farmers related to fertilizer usage. At the state
level, the primary control of the use of fertilizers is through the
Cooperative Extension Service of the agricultural college in each state.
The Extension Service gives soil tests and provides advice to farmers
for the use of fertilizers. It is the consensus of the state officials
interviewed that fertilizers can cause water quality problems, but their
control must be on a site by site basis. Therefore, it is virtually
impossible to develop a statewide control program that will have a signifi—
cant impact. In addition, state officials feel that the rising prices of
fertilizers will makemisuse less likely and will reduce any water quality
impacts.
The combination of advice on fertilizer usage, and the increasing
price of fertilizer are, in the Contractor's opinion, the only practical
controls on the use of fertilizers. Direct controls are difficult to
develop. The Agricultural Extension Service in each state is working from
an adequate technical base to provide advice. This, coupled with the
technical assistance provided by federal agencies, make moot the question
of authority irrelevant unless new methods for direct control are developed.
Degree of implementation is unknown. The federal government and the
state of Michigan could not provide adequate informationto determine the
degree of their implementation. The degree of implementation in the
remaining states could not be assessed since the magnitude of the problem
was unknown.
The federal government, along with the states of Indiana, Michigan,
Ohio and Pennsylvania, has proposed no additional actions for the use of
fertilizers. Minnesota, New York and Wisconsin reported that they will be
conducting additional research to gain better knowledge of the effects of
fertilizers on water quality. This is especially true concerning the time
and usage of fertilizer for each type cropand field topography. Once
this information is available, the state officials indicated they will be
able to assess if controls are needed and where.
Feedlot Operations
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act requires that feedlot operations
of more than 1,000 animal units or with morethan 300 animal units who are
discharing a pollutant into navigable waters must receive a permit for the





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the Framework of Federal requirements
13
 implementing a permit program which meets the federal requirements.
Feedlot operations that are smaller than the sizes mentioned above are
defined as nonpoint sources of pollution and are the subject of this
discussion. The current programs are summarized in Table V, which includes
program evaluation and future actions.
The problem, programs, and needed future actions vary widely through
the Basin. Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin have identified
pollution from feedlot operations as a serious or moderate problem in
their states. The remaining states see it as a problem of low magnitude.
Current programs vary from no controls in Wisconsin and Michigan to voluntary
guidelines in New York and Ohio (all states of least control) to a permit
program for any discharge in Indiana, which is identified as having the
best controls in the Basin. The Water Quality Management Plans should
identify additional authorities needed. Implementation information is
lacking in all states except Indiana, Ohio and the federal government where
additional resources are needed. Implementation improvements are planned
in all states except Michigan with additional research suggested in those
states where implementation information is lacking.
Erosion from Farm Practices
 
Table VI presents the Summary of Findings on the control of erosion
from farm practiCes. All states except Minnesota, which has little farming
activity in the Great Lakes Basin, identified water pollution problems
from erosion from farm practices to be moderate to serious.
Current control programs do not address plowing and tilling activities,
but there are direct and indirect controls over other types of farm practices
that could cause pollution. Direct control is in the form of permits for
earth moving activities. Indirect controls are conservation plan require—
ments including technicalassistance for plan preparation and cost share
assistance for plan implementation. Educational services are also an
indirect form of control. Indiana, Minnesota, Ohio and the federal governmem
have onlyindirect controls. Minnesota and the federal government provide
technical and cost share assistance. Indiana and Ohio have pendinglegis—
lation which, if passed, will provide state agencies with direct controls.
All states implement indirect controls through local special districts.
Pennsylvania has the best program, while Indiana and Ohio have the least
control.
Implementation is inadequate in New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin
and at the federal level. Indiana, Michigan and Minnesota do not have
sufficient information to evaluate program implementation. Future actions
are proposed in each state with proposals for additional authority in
Indiana, New York, Ohio and Wisconsin. All states and the federal govern-
ment seek to improve implementation of their programs. The Contractor
suggests that Indiana and Michigan develop monitoring programs to provide
state officials with adequate implementation information.
14










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































drainage problems, and these are oriented toward urban development.






































authority over all the waters in the state. These agencies then become
involved in the control of agricultural drainage from a water quality
standpoint. This often leads to a conflict between drainage agencies with
responsibilities to maintain a drain, where the maintenance has the
potential to disturb water quality, and the state agency charged with
maintaining their water quality.
Since no state has direct control over drainage from a water quality
standpoint, no best or least control authority is identified. In terms of






































sufficient information to the implementation of their programs. In both




















Ohio, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin do not have sufficient information avail~
able to evaluate the implementation of their programs. This is primarily
the result of program implementation at the local level and the lack of a
monitoring system to provide state officials with adequate information. It
is questionable, in the Contractor's opinion, that an extensive monitoring
system is required.
LIQUID, SOIL AND DEEPWELL DISPOSAL
Solid Waste
Table VIII presents the Summary of Findings relating to the control
of solid waste disposal. New York, Ohio and Pennsylvania officials
indicated that they felt the water quality problems resulting from the
disposal of solid waste to be moderate to serious. Michigan, Minnesota
and Wisconsin officials thought that the magnitude of the water quality














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































NO - No action









































**Best Control and Least Control is
determined at the State level within










































          
 
 















































































































































































































































































BC — Best Control
M — Moderate LC - Least Control
L - Low Implementation Evaluation:






































D _ Direct Future Action: I
I _ Indirect A — Authority Improvement
N0 _ NO controls I - Implementation
INSTITUTION NO - No action














LI_ Local NC — No change





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The local agencies provide manpower for review and recommendation
of licensing facilities and the licensed facilities.
The control of hazard-
ous wastes is being accomplished by state agencies with limited involvement
of local agencies.
The state of Wisconsin is identified as having the best solid waste
management program in the Great Lakes Basin.
The state establishes minimum
standards for the location, design, construction, operation and maintenance
of solid waste disposal sites and facilities. In addition, annual licensing
of the operation of a solid waste facility is required. These standards
and licensing requirements are combined with an education training program
to upgrade the knowledge and expertise of local officials and facility
operators. Counties and localities implement the program through a locally
developed solid waste management plan and control system which meets the
rstandards. The state also has a solid waste recycling authoritywhich
assists in the development of waste resource recovery systems. The state
is experiencing problems, however, in the implementation of a hazardous
waste disposal program. Due to the presence of federal requirements, no
state in the basin is identified as having the least or no control. All
have developed programs that are responsive to the federal requirements and
are in the process of implementing them.
In terms of the implementation of the state's program, insufficient
information is available for the federal government and Minnesota to .
evaluate how well they are implementing their programs. In Indiana, with
19
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UK - Not yet determined
















































BC — Best Control






















NO — No action
NA — Not applicable
NI — Information not available




























**Best Control and Least Control is
determined at the State level within















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the planning stage which will determine the best management agencies and
practices for private sewage disposal control.
Additional federal indirect
programs relate to the federal funding of comprehensive planning which will
identify the areas where private sewage disposal systems may be located.
Traditionally, the control of private sewage systems has been a function
of local health departments, which review the plans and the installation
of the system. Once the system is installed there is very little follow-up
vinspection to insure proper operation. After a period of years, most
systems become faulty and begin to cause water quality problems.
All states have a combination of state and local control, with the
local agencies having primary responsibility for approving and supervising
the installation of private sewage disposal systems. In general, the
requirement at the local level is the same in all the states, but the role
of the state agencies varies. In all cases, the state 15 prov1d1ng
guidelines, model legislation, or requirements for standards that a local
program must meet. The states also provide technical ass1stance and








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































identifyareas where private sewage disposal systems will be
allowed.
Thestates of Indiana, Michigan and Wisconsin have the least controls
over private sewage disposal systems.
This least control is primarily a
function of the degree of state involvement in the program to provide
guidance and assistance to local implementing agencies. The state of
Wisconsin is completing a detailed study of alternative courses of action to
improve its control of private sewage disposal and should improve its auth—
ority significantly in the near future.
In all states, including those with the best programs, implementation
varies widely at the local level. The Contractor's evaluation of the
implementation in all states is that it is inadequate since it focuses
only on plan approval and initial inspection during installation of
systems with no state having a program designed to have a regularly sche—
duled inspection program.
The federal government proposes to continue to improve its implemen—
tation as the Water Quality Plans are completed and require certification
by the EPA. The state of Michigan did not see that they would be making
significant changes in their program in the near future. The states of
Indiana, New York, Ohio and Wisconsin reported that they would be seeking
to develop new legislation and/or regulations to improve their programs.
In all cases, these improvements in legislation will result in greater
state involvement in the control of private sewage disposal with local
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**Best Control and Least Control is
determined
at the State level within
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LC - Least Control
Implementation Evaluation:
+ - Adequate implementation
- - Inadequate implementation
NI — Inadequate information to
complete evaluation
Future Action:




NI — Information not available
NC - No change
R - Additional research needed.
**Best Control and Least Control is
determined at the State level within
the framework of federal reauirements
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RUNOFF FROM SPECIFIC RECREATION ACTIVITIES
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State level only
BC — Best Control
LC — Least Control
Implementation Evaluation:
+ — Adequate implementation
- - Inadequate implementation
NI - Inadequate information to
complete evaluation
Future Action:
A — Authority Improvement
I — Implementation
NO — No action
NA Not applicable
NI Information not available
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BC — Best Control
LC — Least Control
Implementation Evaluation:
+ — Adequate implementation
— - Inadequate implementation
NI — Inadequate information to
complete evaluation
Future Action:
A — Authority Improvement
I — Implementation
N0 - No action
NA - Not applicable ‘
NI — Information not available
NC — No change



































the Framework of federal reauirements
TABLE XXI: SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
LAND USE ACTIVITY:
WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT
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NA — Not applicable
TYPE OF CONTROL:
D — Direct
R — Additional research needed.
F ‘ FEderal NI - Information not available 1
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This chapter presents a summary of the analysis of the information
developed in Chapter 2. Tables XXII through XXVII are distillations of
the individual land use activity tables in Chapter 2. Tables XXII and
XXIII show the totals by the magnitude of the problem. Tables XXIV and
XXV do the same by state, and Tables XXVI and XXVII by land use activity.
Table XXVIII compares the priority originally established for the
study with the severity of the problem actually found. It shows good 1
correlation for the best known categoriesbut hindsight would cause a few
changes in others. Based on the state ratings, extractive operations and
lakeshore and riverbank erosion might move up the priority scale. Shore-
line landfilling would probably now drop to a lower priority. The severity
of extractive operations, however, is heavily weighted by the Pennsylvania
ratings, yet only a small part of that state is in the Great Lakes Basin
and that part has a less severe problem in extractive operations than the
state as a whole. Table XXIX presents the general order of problem magni~
tude based on the state ratings.
Table XXX compares the magnitude of the problem with the type of
control used. As the problem decreases so does the percent of direct
and indirect controls and the percent of cases with no controls increases.
Only when the magnitude of the problem is unknown do indirect controls
outnumber direct controls. This table indicates that the states are
generally concentrating their best type controls on the most serious prob—
lems.
Table XXXI makes a similar comparison between the magnitude of the
problem and the institutional level exercising the control. At serious
or moderate levels the controls are mostly at both state and local levels.
When the problems are of unknown or low magnitude, the controls are mostly
at state level only. The four serious problems controlled only at state I
level are feedlot operations in Indiana and all three extractive activities
in Pennsylvania. Local participation in those controls may or may not be
feasible. The four moderate problems controlled only at the local level
are construction site runoff in Ohio and Indiana, stormwater runoff in
Illinois and erosion from farm practices in Ohio. These problems are












































































































































































































































































































































results seem to favor local implementation, but the sample of adequate
programs is so small that a change of only one or two evaluations could
drastically alter the conclusion.
Table XXXVI compares the contractors evaluations of authority and
implementation. It shows a general correlation between the two, indicating
that states which have the capability of obtaining a good authority usually
can also obtain the resources necessaryto carry out that authority.
Table XXXVII compares the evaluations with future actions proposed
by the state or suggested by the contractor. In those cases of best
authority and adequate implementation the states are usually not requesting
more controls or resources in either aspect. Where authority is good but
implementation is inadequate the states concerned are planning for no more
authority but improved implementation. Where both the controls and im—
plementation are inadequate the states are recommending more authority
and better implementation, with the former leading the latter slightly.
Thus the state agencies recommendations are consistent with the need as
seen by the contractor.
Table XXXVIII compares those cases on which there is insufficient in—
formation on problem magnitude or implementation with the additional re-
search recommended by states and the contractor. Where the magnitude of
the problem is unknown or is judged serious or moderate then the contractor
suggested more research in most cases. The states recommended research
much less often.
39
    
  











































































































































































































TYPE OF CONTROL: AUTHORITY EVALUATION:
D - Direct
I — Indirect
NO — No controls
B — Best Control
LC - Least Control
IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION:
INSTITUTION:
+ — Adequate implementation
F — Federal — — Inadequate implementation
S — State NI — Inadequate information to



















































































A — Authority Improvement
I — Implementation Improvement
NO — No Action
NA — Not applicable
NI — Information not available
NC — No change
























































































































































































































BC - Best Control
Moderate
I — Indirect
LC - Least Control
- Low
N0 — No controls
U - Not yet determined
INSTITUTION:
IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION:
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NC — No change
R - Additional research needed

































































































































































































B - Best Control
LC — Least Control
IMPLEMENTATION EVALUATION:














+ — Adequate implementation
— — Inadequate implementation




































































































































































































































































































































































NO - No action








2 5 l - -
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_ _ 5 2 _
3 3 3 l -
2 2 l 2 —
4 2 l —
- 2 3 2 —
Authority Improvement
- Implementation Improvement
NI — Information not available
NC - No change
R - Additional research needed
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 TABLE XXVII (continued)







Brines from Oil &
Gas
Recreation Runoff













A l K ELI. 3 A l 3
2 2 3 l - — _ 4
l 3 3 l - - - 4
1 2 3 l - - - -
1 3 2 l - - - -
l 2 3 l - — - -
l 2 3 3 - ' - -
3 3 1 2 - - — -
- 3 3 l - — - -
_ _ 2 5 _ _ - -
— l 2 4 — - - -
31 57 45 28 4 6 15 32
A - Authority Improvement
I - Implementation Improvement
N0 — No action
Information not available
NA - Not applicable
NI -






Comparison of Study Priority with Problem Magnitude Found
  
Land Use Number of Problems Percent of Category
Priority Category Serious Moderate Low Serious Moderate Low
High Urban Areas 2 6 25% 75%
Agriculture 2 10 17 7% 34% 59%
Liquid, solid & deep—
well
Disgosal Areas 3_ §_' _1 17% 44% 39%
Subtotal 7 24 24 13% 44% 44%
Medium Transportation
Corriders 1 6 14% 86%
Shoreline Landfilling
Activities __. __ _§ 100%
Subtotal 1 l4 7% 93%
Low Extractive Operations 3 3 14 15% 15% 70%
Recreational Areas 7 100%
Forested Areas 18 100%
Lakeshore and Riverbank
Erosion g_ _1 67% 33%
Subtotal 3 5 40 6% 10% 83%























































































































































































































































































 Comparison of Type Control with Magnitude of Problem
TABLE XXX
 
comparison of Institutional Level of Control with Magnitude of Problem
   













































































































































































Number of Cases of



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.2.6 Department of the Interior
3.2.7 Department of Transportation
3.2.8 Council on Environmental Quality
3.2.9 Water Resources Council
3.3 Legislative Framework











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This Chapter is divided into three sections, which present the defini-
tions of the land use activities, the control components, and a summary of
the methodology used to develop this report. The land use activities used
are those that PLUARG has found may cause non—point pollution and are pre-
sented in priority of concern as identified by PLUARG. The control compon—
ents are compatible with those used in the legislative report for the Canadian
side of the Great Lakes Basin. The methodology is divided into three_steps -
data collection, analysis, and evaluation and identification of future actions -—
with the component parts of each step summarized.
2.2 LAND USE ACTIVITIES
The Reference Group has identified the land use activities which may
contribute to pollution. The activities are grouped into land use categories,
and the priority of concern is identified.1
(1) Urban Areas —- high priority. This category has two land use activities -
site runoff from construction activities and stormwater runoff. These
areas are the densely settled, built—up areas generally including those
economic activities requiring the concentration of firms and the work
force.
(2) Agriculture -- high priority. This category has five land use activities -—
application of pesticides, application of fertilizers, feedlot operations,
erosion from general farm practices, and drainage. An agricultural area
is defined as those lands including structures actively committedto
the production of food and fibre.
(3) Liquid, Solid and Deepwell Waste Disposal Areas -- high priority.
There are three land use activities —- solid waste disposal, liquid
sludge disposal and deepwell disposal. This category includes those
areas used for landfills, land application of wastewater effluents and













































































































































































































































































































































































































An example of a preventive control is requir—
ing a permit for activities within a specific distance from a lake or
stream.
A reactive control is the fining of a governmental highway
department for a fish kill that resulted
from inadequate control of
runoff from a road construction project.
P -
Planning —— where a plan of a specific activity must be submitted prior
to implementation of the activity, or where a local or State agency
develops a general or specific plan,
including water quality considera—










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FOOTNOTES -- CHAPTER 2
International Reference Group on Great Lakes Pollution from Land Use
Activities, Detailed Study Plan supplement, August 1976, International
Joint Commission, p. 8. (Also see "Summary Review of Pollution from
Land Use Activities" for a more detailed description.)
 
Castrilli, J.F., Pollution from Land Use Activities Reference Group:
Legislative Study Interim Report No. 1, Urban Areas, Canadian Environ—
mental Law ResearchFoundation, May 1976. Supplemented a Task A Com-
mittee meeting June 15, 1977, Detroit, Michigan, and letter of July
26, 1977 by G. Bangay, Coordinator, Land Drainage Studies, Environ-
mental Protection Service, Canada Center for Inland Waters, Burlington,
Ontario.
 CHAPTER 3
INSTITUTIONAL AND LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
3.1 GENERAL
This Chapter presents the Federal institutional structure and the
legislative framework for non-point pollution control. Section 3.2
describes the structure of the Federal agencies involved in non-point
pollution control and summarizes the key acts each agency is responsible
for implementing.
Section 3.3 presents the legislative framework in matrix form,
followed by a discussion of current Federal activities and an evaluation
of those activities.
3.2 INSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE AND AUTHORITY
Different Federal agencies share non-point pollution control
responsibilities. Table I presents those agencies. An asterisk (*)
indicates the key agencies.
TABLE I
AGENCIES WITH RESPONSIBILITIES IN NON-POINT POLLUTION CONTROL
Agency Responsible Administrative Unit
*Environmental Protection Agency Office of Water Planning and Standards
Office of Water Program Operation
Office of Pesticide Programs
Office of Water Enforcement
Office of Solid Waste










Agency Responsible Administrative Unit
Department of Commerce
*National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
Department of the Army
*Corps of Engineers
*Department of Housing and
Community Planning and Development
Urban Development
National Floor Insurance Program
*Department of Interior
U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation
Geological Survey
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evaluation of regional water activities; development of programs for
technical assistance and technology transfer; and provision of training
in the field of water quality.2 ‘
The key acts which are pratially or totally administered by the EPA
are the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 as amended
by the Clean Water Act of 1977, the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and
Rodenticide Act, the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976 and
the Safe Drinking Water Act.
3.2.1.1 Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 as amended by the Clean
Water Act of 1977
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 as amended
by the Clean Water Act of 1977 is the Nation's key water quality improve-
ment act. It provides the administrator of EPA with authority to establish
national programs for the prevention, reduction and elimination of
pollution. The act contains six major directives to the administrator
in establishing the national programs. To implement them, the administrator
may establish and maintain research fellowships, at public or nonprofit
private educational institutions or research organizations, he may collect
and disseminate basic data and other information pertaining to pollution and
its prevention, reduction and elimination, and he may develop processes,
methods and prototype devices for the prevention, reduction and elimination
of pollution.
1. In cooperation with the Secretary of Agriculture and other Federal
and State agencies, the administrator is directed to carry out a
comprehensive study and research program to determine new and
improved methods and the better application of existing methods of
preventing, reducing and eliminating pollution from agriculture.
2. The administrator is directed to conduct research and to survey the
results of other scientific studies, in cooperation with the
Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, on the harmful effects
of pollutants on the health or welfare of persons. To assist in
the examination and evaluation of all research progress and proposals
the administrator may establish advisory committees.
3. The administrator is directed to conduct public investigations
concerning the pollution of any navigable water in cooperation with
State water pollution control agencies and other interested agencies,
organizations and persons.
4. Using the resources of the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration,
the Geological Survey, and the Coast Guard to the greatest practical
extent, the administrator, in cooperation with States, their political
subdivisions, and other Federal agencies, is directed to establish,
equip, and maintain a water quality surveillance system for the
purpose of monitoring the quality of navigable waters and ground—











































































































































































































































otherwise eliminating pollution from sewage in rural and other areas where




































































The EPA may award contracts and grants to public or private agencies,
organizations, and individuals to construct publicly—owned research
facilities and to develop and demonstrate new or improved methods for the
prevention, removal, reduction, and elimination of pollution in lakes,
including the undesirable effects of nutrients and vegetation.
The
administrator is authorized (under Section 103) to conduct research and
technical development work and to make studies concerning the quality
of the waters of the Great Lakes, and is authorized (Section 104) to
finance up to 75% of the cost of projects, undertaken pursuant to agree—

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act
The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenticide Act is the Nation's
key act in controlling the manufacture, sale and transportation of pesti-
cides.
The Act provides the EPA with authority to classify pesticides, to
require the certification of applicators of pesticides, and to require the
states to submit plans which will identify the standards for certification
and the state agency responsible for administering the certification and
control program.
The EPA must establish standards identifying which pesticides can be
used, how they can be used, who can use them, and the training necessary
for the users, prior to his application of the pesticides. These standards
then become the basis under which the state program is evaluated and
certified as meeting the requirements of the Act. Once the program is
certified, the EPA may enter into a cooperative agreement with the state
to enforce the Act.
3.2.1.3 Resource Conservationand Recovery Act
The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act is the prime act for the
EPA to provide technical and financial assistance for the development of






























































































































































The Act also addresses solid waste management and requires EPA to
promulgate regulations containing guidlines to assist in the development
and implementation of solid waste management plans. The regulations must
detail the minimum requirements for approval of a state plan. The state
plan must prohibit open dumping of solid or hazardous wastes and develop
a timetable or schedule for the elimination of all existing dumps.
To implement the Act, a grant program is established to provide
financial and technical assistance to states, counties, municipalities and
intermunicipal agencies for implementation of programs to provide solid
waste management for research recovery, resource conservation services
and hazardous waste management.
3.2.1.4 Safe Drinking Water Act, Part C
The Environmental Protection Agency administers the Safe Drinking
Water Act, which is designated to assist states in the establishment of
state programs to insure safe drinking water for all individuals using
public systems. The states are required to establish a program and have
prime responsibility for the implementation, while the EPA provides
technical and financial assistance, as well as certification of the state
program. Part C of the Act addresses underground disposal of wastewater
and requires State underground injectioncontrol programs. The program
does not include the insertion of brines from oil and gas operations,
unless it can be shown that such activity will endangerd inking water
from underground sources.
3.2.2 Department of Agriculture
The Department of Agriculture is directed by law to acquire and
diffuse useful information on agriculture-related subjects in the most
general and comprehensive way. To accomplish this purpose, the department
functions in the areas of research, education, conservation, marketing,
food inspection, nutrition, agricultural adjustment, surplus disposal and
rural development. The Department was created by Actof Congress,
approved May 15, 1862.
The Department is headed by a Secretary, who is supported bya
Deputy Secretary and six Assistant Secretaries who oversee the operations
of 17 agencies which provide service to the agricultural and rural
communities, and to consumers of agricultural products. The organization
of the department is presented in Figure 2.
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Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
The Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service
(ASCS)
administers federal farm programs designed to preserve farm income and
conserve agricultural land.
Objectives of the agency include:
*(1)
improving the economic stability of agriculture by helping farmers
to achieve supply—demand balances to meet domestic and foreign market
demand and provide a reasonable return on the farmer's investment;
(2)
maintaining an adequate and even flow of quality products to market
at reasonable prices for both producers and consumers; and (3) improving
and protecting soil, water and air resources
by helping farmers carry
out specified conservation and land use practices.




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































year 1978, $190 million has been appropriated for this program.























































the Mississippi river and central waterfowl flyways--the north—south
migratory air routes used by waterfowl. Only specially designated
counties operate this program.
Farmers who live in disignated areas with land containing or
adjacent to inland fresh—water marshes or inland open fresh water and are
willing to devote at least 10 acres of wetland or adjacent acreage are
eligible. Payments compensate the farmer for not harvesting crops or
grazing the land or draining, burning, filling or clipping the designated
acreage. For fiscal year 1978, $10 million has been appropriated for
this program.
3.2.2.2 Soil Conservation Service
The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) gives technical assistance to
individuals, groups, organizations, cities and towns, and county and state
governments in reducing the costly waste of land and water resources and






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































areas in watershed protection and resource conservation and
development projects.
Gives technical assistance to land users participating in the
conservation credit program of the Farmers Home Administration.
 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































This program will be administered by the Secretary
of Agriculture acting through the Soil Conservation Service and other
applicable agencies of the Department of Agriculture.
Cost-sharing,
on a five to ten year contract basis, will be limited to 50 percent
except in special cases.
Implementation of this program will be limited
to those areas where EPA has approved a Section 208 Water Quality
Management Plan and the practices to which the contracts apply must be
certified by the water quality management agency to be consistent with
such plans. Priority will be given to areas and sources that have the
most significant effect on water quality.3
The Secretary of Agriculture will enter into agreements with soil
and water conservation districts, State soil and water conservation agencies,
or State water quality agencies to administer all or part of the program.
Congress authorized to be appropriated $200,000,000 for fiscal year
1979 and $400,000,000 for fiscal year 1980 to carry out this program.
3.2.2.3 Farmers Home Administration
There are numerous programs operated by the Farmers Home Administration
(FHA) which contribute to the alleviation of agricultural runoff and other
nonpoint source pollution. These contributions take the form of technical
assistance and grants and loans to rural landowners and public bodies.
 
  
0 Water and Waste Disposal Systems for Rural Communities Program,
0 Soil and Water Loan Program,
0 Irrigation, Drainage, and Other Soil and Water Conservation Loans,
0 Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention Loans.
The basic statutory authority under which these programs are carried
out is the Consolidated Farmers Home Administration Act of 1961, as amended,
most recently by TitleI of the Rural Development Act of 1972. While
FHA administer its own grant and loan programs, some programs of other
agencies of the Department of Agriculture are in part funded from appropria—
tions to the Farmers Home Administration.
Under the Consolidated Farm and Rural Development Act, the Farmers
Home Administration is authorized to make grants to public bodies and
other agencies "having authority to prepare comprehensive plans for the
development of water or waste disposal systems in rural areas." Rural
areas for which the plan is prepared may not include any area in any
city or town that has a population of 10,000 inhabitants. -
To qualify for planning grants, the applicant organization must
not have the resources immediately available to finance the planning for
which the grant is proposed.
Under Section 306 of the same Act, the FHA is authorized to make
loans and grants for the construction of rural community water and waste
disposal systems serving rural residents; loans are also made to help
finance irrigation and recreational facilities and watershed projects.
This program is known as the Water and Waste Disposal Systems for Rural
Communities.
The loans are available to public entities such as municipalities,
counties, and special purpose districts. Nonprofit corporations may also
receive loan assistance when adequate plans for loan repayments are made.
The FHA gives priority to municipal borrowers in communities with a
population less than 5,500. These loans may be used to restore a
deteriorating water supply and to improve, enlarge, or modify a water system
or an inadequate sewer system. Grants are also available for the
development of wastewater and waste disposal facilities for projects serving
financially needy communities and to reduce family user costs to a
reasonable level.
Also under Section 306 of the Consolidated Farm and Rural Development
Act, the Soil and Water Loan Program is established and administered
by the FHA. The Program makes loans to eligible applicants for irrigation,















































































































































































































































































































develop, and utilize the land and water resources in small watersheds.
The authority to administer the loan program is under the Watershed and
Flood Prevention Act as amended.
Assistance is provided in planning, designing and installing watershed
works of improvement; in sharing costs of flood prevention, irrigation,
drainage, sedimentation control, fish and wildlife developments, and public
recreation; and in extending long—term credit to help local interests with
their share of the costs. Watershed area must not exceed 250,000 acres.
Capacity of a single structure is limited to 25,000 acrefeet.
Financial assistance ranges from $20,000 to $10,000,000.
Any state agency, county or groups of counties, municipality, town
or township, soil and water conservation district, flood prevention or
flood control district, or any other nonprofit agency with authority
under state law to carry out, maintain and operate watershed worksof
improvement may apply for assistance. Projects are subject to the A-95
review process and an environmental assessment.

































The Forest Service has the Federal responsibility for national
leadership in "forestry." This includes participation in setting national
priorities, formulating programs and establishing Federal policies that
relate to man and his national environment, especially the forest—related
environment.
The National Forests, administered by the Forest Service under the
general direction of the Secretary of Agriculture, came into being in
1891 when Congress adopted an act that empowered the President to set
aside forest reserves for the purpose of "securing favorable conditions
of water flows and to furnish a continuous supply of timber for the use
and necessities of the citizens fo the United States."
The Organic Act
of 1897 constitutes the law under which the National Forests are administered:
it provided,
among other things,
for the creation of the forest rezerves
only for purposes of producing timber and protecting water supply.
The Weeks Law of 1911 established authority for cooperation with
States and for purchase of lands to add to the National Forest System.
The Clarke—McNary Act of 1924 established authority for cooperative
forestry programs with the states.












































































































































































































































 All waters withinthe boundaries of national forests may be used for
domestic, mining, milling, or irrigation purposes, under the law of the
state wherein such national forests are situated, or under the laws
of the United States and rules and regulations established thereunder.
As administered and interpreted, this provision does not confer a right
to water needed to carry out thepurposes of the National Forests.
Municipal water supply is one of the purposes for which lands and
waters under Forest Service jurisdiction may be managed, and more than
1,100 watersheds are managed for the purpose. Congress has given its
consent to states to enter into agreements to conserve forests and water
supplies and the Secretary may grant permits for, inter alia, use of
rights—of—way over Federal forest lands for water conduits, dams, and
reservoirs. Municipalities obtaining their water supplies from a national
forest may enter into cooperative agreements for the protection of the
watershed from which the water is secured. The lands on the watershed
may be withdrawn from all forms of location and entry, although the
municipality must pay for the loss of revenues arising when timber and
other resources are withheld from disposition.
To combat erosion problems along the shores of artificial lakes in
national forests the Service stabilizes shorelines by constructing
protective works Such as gabions, piling, and rip-rap, and providing for
revegetation. Protective works are also contructed along shorelines
of streams where streambank erosion is a menace to developed or usable
land areas. These protective works are designed to help prevent destruction
caused by shifting stream channels.




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Secretary may enter into cooperative agreements with private
owners for the coordinated management of private and federally owned
forest lands. Areas subject to the agreements are to be designated
so as to provide, inter alia, maintenance of water supply, regulation of
streamflow, prevention of soil erosion, amelioration of climate and
preservation of wildlife. Under the agreements, the Secretary approves
a sustained yield management plan, and the timber and other forest products
on the federal and non-federal lands are managed and harvested pursuant
to the provisions of the plan.
In addition, the Secretary has a general mandate to conduct
investigations, experiments and tests to determine, demonstrate, and
promulgate the best methods of reforestation and of growing, managing,
and utilizing timber, forage, and other forest products, of maintaining
favorable conditions of water flowand the prevention of erosion, or
protecting timber and other forest growth from fire, insects, disease,
or other harmful agencies, of obtaining the fullest and most effective
use of forest lands, and to determine and promulgate the economic
considerations which should underlie the establishment of sound policies
for the management of forest land. In carrying out this mandate, the
Secretary may cooperate with individuals, and public and private agencies,
organizations and institutions.
Cooperative agreements with states may be entered into to encourage
and assist programs of forestry research.
In 1974, Congress passed the Forest and Rangeland Renewable Resources
Planning Act (RPA) (PL 93-373, 88 Stat. 476). This act directs the



























































































































































































































































The Corps regulates dredging or filling in coastal and inland waters
and in wetlands under Section 404, Federal Water Pollution Control Act
Amendments of 1972..
The purpose of the "404" permit program,
is to ensure
that the chemical/biological integrity of waters of the United States is
protected from the irresponsible and unregulated discharges of dredged
or fill material that could permanently destroy or alter the character
of these resources.
However, Section 404 of the Federal Water Pollution
Control Act of 1972 as amended by the Clean Water Act of 1977 may change the
Corps of Engineers involvement in the 404 program.
Under the Act, States
who desire to administer their own individual and general permit program
may do so if approved to EPA. Federal guidelines that list requirements for
application and approval have not been published. The effect of this Act
cannot be determined at this stage.
Under the operating program COE is required to provide for the
consideration of all public concerns environmental, social and economic ——
in the decision-making process to either issue or deny permits. As part
of its responsibility to protect water quality, theCorps of Engineers'
Section 404 permit program has been extended to many areas that have
never been regulated before.
The Corps of Engineers expanded its authority in a three-phase program















































































































































































































































































































































































The Section 404 permit program does not include farming practices such
as plowing, cultivating, seeding, and harvesting for the production of
food. Nor does it apply to such farm and ranch conservation practices
as terracing, land leveling, and the construction of check dams unless they
occur in a water of the United States. However, damning of major streams,
diking, and the discharge of dredged or fill material in wetlands associated
with farm practices will require permits.
The Corps provides assistance to states and localities in preparing
208 studies upon request.
Comprehensive river basin studies by the Corps stem from specific
Congressional authorization and the Water Resources Planning Act of
1965. Studies are coordinated with other Federal and local agencies and
seek the objectives of the 1944 and subsequent Flood Control Acts and
Public Law 89-80. Section 206 of the Flood Control Act of 1960 authorized
the Secretary of the Army through the Chief of Engineers, at the request
of state and responsible local governmental agencies, to compile and
disseminate information on floods and flood damages, and provide general
criteria for local guidance in planning the use of flood plains and
engineering advice on reducing the flood hazards.
Such studies, known as Flood Plain Information Studies, are made
largely at Federal expense within the limits of appropriated funds.
Local interests are encouraged to provide mapping, aerial photography,
stream guages and similar relevant assistance and information.
Section 103 of the River and Harbor Act of 1962 (P.L. 87—874), V
as amended, provides authority for the Chief of Engineers to develop and
construct small shore and beach restoration and protection projects that
have not already been specifically authorized by Congress. Each project
under Section 103 must be complete, economically justified, and limited to
a Federal cost of not more than $1,000,000, including any Fe eral share







































































of the United States outside established Federal harbor lines,
or excavating
from or depositing material in such waters, unless
the work has been
recommended by the Chief of Engineers and authorized by the Secretary of
the Army.
The instrument of authorization is designated as a permit.
Section 11 of the River and Harbor Act, approved March 3, 1899,
authorizes the Secretary of the Army to cause harbor lines to be
established where it is made manifest to him that establishment is essential
for the preservation and protection of the harbor.
3.2.4
Department of Commerce, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) was
formed on October 3, 1970, by Reorganization Plan 4 of 1970. Its
principal functions are authorized by Title 15, Chapter 9, United States
Code(National Weather Service); Title 33, Chapter 17, United States Code
(National Ocean Survey);and Title 16, Chapter 9, United States Code
(National Marine Fisheries Service). NOAA's mission was further defined
by the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, the Marine Mammals Protection
Act of 1972, the Weather Modification Reporting Act of 1972, the Endangered
Species Act of 1973, and the Offshore Shrimp Fisheries Act of 1973.
The mission of NCAA is to explore, map, and chart the global
ocean and its living resources, to manage, use and conserve those resources
and to describe, monitor, and predict conditions in the atmosphere, ocean,
sun and space environment, issue warnings against impending destructive
natural events, develop beneficial methods of environmental modification,
and assess the consequences of inadvertent environmental modification over
several scales of time. The agency conducts research and development
aimed at providing alternatives to ocean dumping, and provides Federal
leadership in promoting wise and balanced management of the Nation's
coastal zone, including the award of grants to states for developing
and carrying out plans for the management of their coastal zones.
3.2.4.1. Coastal Zone Management Act
The Coastal Zone Management Program (CZM) was created within the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Department of Commerce,





































The purpose of the Coastal Zone Management program is to encourage
and assist states in developing their own coastal management program,
to coordinate state activities,



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A statelnust show that a
W
method has been developed for: (1) analyzing state needs that can
be met most effectively and efficiently through land and water uses
in the coastal zone, and (2) determining the capability and suitability
of meeting these needs in specific locations of the coastal zone.
State Control: The management program must show that the state
can control each permissible land and water use and preclude those
not permissible. The administrative grant application should
list relevant state constitutional decisions and other appropriate
documents or actions that establish the state's legal basis for such
controls. It is the states' responsibility to establish the means
of control, that is, to have the legal capability to implement




3.2.5. Department of Housing and Urban Development
 
The overall purpose of the Department of Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) is to assist in providing for sound development of the nation's
communities and metropolitan areas. The Department was created to:
administer the principal programs which provide assistance for housing; ;4
to assist the President in achieving maximum coordination of various V
Federal activities which have a major effect upon urban communities,
Suburban or metropolitan development; to encourage solutions to housing
problems; to encourage maximum contributions that may be made by vigorous
private building and mortgage lending industries to housing, urban development,
and the national economy. The Department of Housing and Urban Development
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The National Flood Insurance Program is primarily designed to enable
persons to purchase insurance against losses resulting from physical damage
to or loss of real or personal property arising from floods or mudslides.
The program does encourage flood prevention measures (soil erosion). The
program requires that Federal assistance (including flood related disaster
assistance and mortgage loans from Federally-supervised lending institutions
and FHA or VA insured loans) for acquisition and construction purposes in
areas of special flood hazard in participating communities be protected
by flood insurance.
It also requires that participating local units of government
adopt certain minimum flood plain management measures to reduce or avoid
future damage within designated flood—prone areas. The National Flood
Insurance Program could play an important role in setting land use patterns
in flood plain areas.
3.2.6 Department of the Interior
The Department of the Interior is the Federal agency responsible
for the formulation and administration of programs for the management
conservation and development of natural resources in the United States.
The Deparment was created by the Act of March 3, 1849. Subsidiary
agencies of the Department that are related to water quality management
are the Bureau of Outdoor Recreation, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,
and the U.S. Geological Survey.
The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation,1created on April 2, 1962, serves
as the Federal focal point for coordinating, planning, and financing public
outdoor recreation. It assists all governmental and private interests in
the conservation and utilization of outdoor recreation resources. With
regard to water resources, the Bureau administers the Land and Water
Conservation Fund Act, the National Wild and Scenic River System and the
National Trails Program.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) aids in the conservation
of wildlife and sport fishes by developing and managing a system of wildlife
refuges for migratory birds and other important species; operating fish
hatcheries; conducting research; applying and disseminating technical
knowledge for the perpetuation of fish and wildlife resources;
and
enforcing Federal regulations dealing with fish and wildlife and management
of migratory birds.
The Service also has the responsibility of preserving and protecting the
Nation's fish and wildlife resources, including their habitat, from man's
developments under several public laws and executive orders.
The latter
includes "The Protection of Wetlands Order" (Executive Order No. 11990) and
the "Floodplain Management Order" (Executive Order No. 11988).
In the review
and coordination of other agencies' actions, the Service has been asked to























































































































































































































































































data collection and analysis; and planning purposes which are clearly
related to the refinement and improvement of the state outdoor recreation
plan.
Only the state agency formally designated by the governor or the
state legislature to administer the state's Land and Water
Conservation
Fund Program is eligible to apply for acquisition and development grants.
The state agency, however, may apply for assistance for itself or on
behalf of other state agencies or political subdivisions such as cities,
counties, and park districts.
 
3.2.6.2 Wild and Scenic Rivers Act
 
The Wild and Scenic Rivers Act established a National Wild and
Scenic Rivers System to protect free—flowing rivers for their "outstanding
scenic, recreational, geologic, fish and wildlife, historic, and cultural
values."
The Bureau of Outdoor Recreation1 carries out the Interior Secretary's
responsibility for studying those rivers assigned to the Department to w
determine: (1) the Department's qualifications for inclusion in the system; '
(2) the lands which are needed to preserve the rivers' free-flowing
character and to enable optimum public use and enjoyment; and (3) the
most appropriate form of administration. The Secretary reports the findings







to the President and recommends whether or not the river should be included
in the Wild and Scenic Rivers System. Rivers are added to the System
by Federal legislation or, if the river is to be state—administered, by the
Secretarywnf the Interior upon application by the state governor.
The Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the Forest Service also
have the authority to make studies.
The Forest Service studies are
confined to forested lands. The Bureau of Land Management is authorized
to make studies on publicly owned land.
The BLM does not own land in the
Great Lake Basin.
3.2.6.3 Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
The purpose of the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act is to give
fish and wildlife resources equal consideration with other resources in
federal, or federally—permitted and licensed, water developments.
Water
quality at, or because of, these projects as it affects fish and wildlife
‘3 resources, is a major concern.
 
The Fish and Wildlife Service carries the responsibility of studying,
9
coordinating, and reporting the effects, including water quality, of the
1
water developments on the fish and wildlife resources.
The Service is
P?
required to coordinate with the appropriate state fish and wildlife agencies
?
on each project.
The Service, in its report, makes recommendations to
the development agencies that minimize or eliminate adverse effects of the
M












































































































































































































































































   
 
      
 

















































































Administration has established regulations to which states must adhere
on erosion and sediment control for highway construction projects.
3.2.8 Council on Environmental Quality
This advisory body was created by the National Environmental Policy
Act of 1969 to formulate and recommend national policies to promote the
improvement of the quality of the environment.
The Office of Environmental
Quality which provides staff for the Council, was subsequently established by
the Environmental Quality Improvement Act of 1970.
The Council consists
of three members appointed by the President.
The Council is located within
the Executive Office of the President.17
Pursuant to Section 3 of Executive Order 11514, the responsibilities
of the Council include an ongoing review of Federal pollution control
policies and procedures, and evaluation of the need for new policies and




recommendation to the President and Federal agencies of priorities among
programs designed for the control of pollution and the enhancement of
the environment; coordination of Federal programs relating to environmental
quality; and assisting the President in the preparation of the annual
Environmental Quality Report. Authority to foster and conduct general
ecological research was later transferred from the Council on Environmental
Quality to the Environmental Protection Agency.
3.2.9 Water Resources Council
 
This interagency body was established by one of the provisions of
the Water Resources Planning Act of 1965.
The Water Resources Council comprises the Departments of Agriculture;
the Army; Health, Education and Welfare; the Interior; Transportation;
and the Federal Power Commission. The Departments of Commerce and Housing
and Urban Development, and the Environmental Protection Agency, are Associate
Members; the Office of Management and Budget, Council on Environmental











































The Council has the reponsibility biennially to prepare an assessment
of the adequacy of water supplies in each water resource region of the
United States, and of the national interest therein; to maintain a
continuous study of the relation of regional or river basin plans and
programs to the requirements of larger areas of the nation; and to appraise
the adequacy of administrative and statutory means for coordination and
implementation of the water and related land resources policies and programs























Federal participation in the preparation of comprehensive regional or
Q
a}:
river basin plans, and the formulation and evaluation of Federal water and
?
related land resources projects; it must also coordinate schedules, budgets,























































Federal—state comprehensive water and related land resources planning, and





















































































































































































































































































































plan, revised as needed, must be submitted to the Council,
along with
appropriate suggestions for its further revision and implementation.
However, although the Title II Commission's powers of planning and
coordination leadership extend to every aspect of water and related
resource use within itfgregion,




3.2.9.1 The Water Resources Planning Act
The Water Resources PlanningAct, a major statement of policy,
declares that, in order to meet the rapidly expanding demands for water
throughout the nation, it is the policy of the Congress to encourage the
conservation, development, and utilization of water and related land
resources of the United States on a comprehensive and coordinated basis
by the Federal government, states, localities, and private enterprise,
with the cooperation of all affected Federal agencies, states, local

































Title II of this legislation authorized, through the Council, the
establishment of river basin commissions, and Title III provided for
financial assistance to the states to increase state participation in
coordinated planning for the nation's water and related land resources.
Title III is also administered by the Water Resources Council.
3.3 LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK
This section will outline the legislative framework of Federal
laws pertaining to water quality and will discuss how these laws are
implemented by the responsible agencies.
The framework is presented in
summary form in Table II, "Summary of Legislative Framework." An
evaluation of the implementation process is presented in Table III,
entitled "Summary of Analysis."
Each table is accompanied by a page of
notes identifying different symbols that are used in the table and any
specific clarifying comments.
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NOTES FUR TABLE ll
Land Use Categories — See Chapter 2, Section 2, for definitions and
identification of the land use activities in each category.
Regulations Adopted - Have regulations been adopted to implement the
legislation. Symbols refer to:
Yes - Regulations have been adopted
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Stormwater Runoff TR NA __ 0 EP Section 208 of P.L. 92-500 requires
state/local action
Agriculture EP
Pesticides TR —- -— NA EP
7 , Extension Service provides education
Fertlllzers 1P NA NA NA NO and advice on fertilizer use
Feedlot Operations TR NA -- 0 EP Section 208 of P.L. 92—500 requires
state/local program development
Erosion from Farm Practices IF -- -- -- EP Section 208 of P.L. 92-500 requires
TR
state/local program development
Drainage IF -_ __ __ EP Section 208 of P.L. 92—500 requires
TR state/local program development
Liquid, Solid, Deeowell Disposal Y
Solid Waste EP NI NI k1 EP
I?
Liquid Sewage Sludge E? NI NI NI 8?
, I Section 208 of P.L. 92-500 requires
Prlvate Sewage Disposal TR NA —- NA EP state/local program development
Transportation Corridors
Highway and Road Rnnoff EP NI NI NI EP EIS may be required
Ra;lroad Runoff N0 NA NA NA NO EIS may be required
Airport Runoff NO NA NA NA NO EIS may be required
Utility Rights‘oE-Way Runoff NO NA NA NA N0 EIS may be required
Shoreline Landfilling
Land or Construction Excavation EP “ "NA EP
Dredging EP -- -- NA EP
Extractive Operations
Pits and Quarries No NA NA NA No
Mining EP NI NI NI EP
Brines from Oil and Gas No NA NA NA N0
Recreation “I
Runoff from Specific Activities IP NI NI NI'
EP


















PrivatL Skwage DisPosal state/local program development






















Timber Production EP NI :1: N1 lNI
Woodland Grazing EP NI NI NI k1











NOTES FOR TABLE III








































L —— development of new or improvements to legislation
R -- development of or improvements to the regulations
IP —— implementation of incentive programs
EP -- enforcement of control programs
TR -- continuing research is needed to determine the type of
controls needed in specific locations
N0 -- no action
NA -- not applicable
NI - information not available.
Staffing -- The adequacy of staff assigned to the implementation of
legislation addressing the land use activity. Symbols refer to:
+ -— too many staff resources applied
0 -— an adequate amount of staff resources applied
— —— an inadequate amount of staff resources applied
NA —- not applicable
NI —- information not available.
Technical Assistance Funding -- The adequacy of the financing to pro—




























































+ —— too much funding





NA —— not applicable
NI —— information not available.
Likely Future Activity —— The land use activities where there is likely
to be future activity primarily at the state level.
The types of
activity are:
L -— development of new or improvements to legislation
R —- development of or improvements to the regulations
IP -— implementation of new or improved incentive programs
EP -— enforcement of new or improvement of control programs
NO -— no action
NA -— not applicable
















































































































































3. Treatment works necessary to handle present and anticipated
municipal and industrial wastes over the next 20 years must
be identified, along with associated needs for land, wastewater
collection systems, stormwater runoff systems, and financing
arrangements.
4. Priorities for construction of the treatment works identified
above must be established;
5. A regulatory program must be developed that can regulate the
location, modification, and construction of any facility which
may have discharges, assure that any industrial or commercial
wastes discharged into treatment works maet applicable pretreatment=
requirements, and assure that required technology is applied to
effluent streams prior to any discharges directly into waterways;
6. The agencies that will build, operate, and maintain all waste
treatment facilities must be identified, as must the agencies
that will carry out the regulatory functions;
7. The measures necessary to carry out theplan including financing,
the timing, the costs, and the economic, social, and
environmental impacts of carrying out the plan are to be laid out;
8. The procedures by which runipoint pollution sources such as
runoff from agricultural, silvicultural, mine-related, and
construction-related activities are to be identified and control 1
methods are to be developed and implemented;











10. Procedures to control the disposition of all residual wastes
which could affect water quality, includﬁpg disposal in land—
fill or underground, are to be developed.
The plan must identify the management agency(ies) capable of
carrying out the plans to prevent, reduce, or eliminate water pollution.
As in the case of the planning function, it is to be handled through local,
area and state agencies related wherever possible to the planning areas.


















it finds that the designated management agencies do
not have adequate authority to carry out their functions.
The management agencies, which may be either existing or newly
created entities, must be able to:
l.
6.
208(c)2C —- Directly or by contract design and construct new
waste treatment works and related facilities;
208(c)2B —— Manage, operate, and maintain the facilities;










charges on facilities discharging wastes to publicly-owned
treatment facilities;
208(c)2F —- Incur short— and long-term indebtedness;
208(c)21 -— Accept for treatment industrial wastes;
208(c)2H -- Refuse to accept wastes which do not comply with
providions of approved plans;
204(b)1 —- Assure that each community participating in an area—
wide plan pays its proportionate share of treatment costs.
Any one management agency will not necessarily carry out all
management functions involved in waste management. Where the special
expertise needed for the activity already exists in several agencies, these
several agencies can be designated the appropriate portions of the total
job.
To meet the requirements of the planning process the 208 plan must
have the following program elements:23
Municipal and Industrial Treatment Works Program
Residual Waste Management Program;
Urban Stormwater Management Program;
Nonpoint Source Management Program;
Regulatory Programs (including Discharge Permits) to Implement
Abatement Measures;
Management Programs —— Management Agency(s) and Institutional









































































PLUARG Land Use Activities Studied in 208 Plans



















Table IV compares PLUARG land use activities with 208 Plan elements.
Each of the plan elements is described in the remainder of the section.
Residual Waste Management
The residual waste management program is aimed primarily at the pollution
problems that are caused by
thedisposal of sludges.
Since land disposal is
a possibility, the management of the disposal of sludges is closely related
to solid waste disposal.
As a result, sludge disposal and solid waste di -
posal regulations are developed in the residual waste management program.
Specifically the residual waste managanent program should include the
following:
0

























































































































































and treatment of such runoff;
0
Specification of performance criteria for new construction of




The nonpoint source management program includes the planning and controls
over pollution resulting from agriculture, silviculture, mining, construction,
hydrologic modification, and salt water intrusion.
EPA policy requires that
Best Management Practices (BMP) shonld be defined for each land use activitv
and implemented (Refer to SAM 3lySee Chapter 5:) The beSt practice for reduc—
ing nonpoint sources in a given area will depend on the particular physiCal
characteristics of the watershed.
While it is not practical to try to establish precise cause and effect
relationships between each nonpoint source generating activity and water
quality, the degree of control of nonpoint sources should be based on the
degree of water quality protection needed in an area.
Finally, definition of best management practices may distinguish between




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Soil erosion and sediment control ordinances;







A regulatory program is required and shall be submitted for approval
as part of a 208 plan in those cases where the 208 agency, in consultation
with the Regional Administrator, has determined that such a program is the
most practicable method of assuring that an effective nonpoint source
control program is implemented. Such a determination shall be based on
economic, technical, social, and environmental factors.29
Regulatory programs should be designed to attain the 1983 water
They are defined as
quality goals set forth in Section 101(a) of the Act.
programs which are enforceable and are administered by agencieswith
adequate legal authority and resources to ensure their implementation.


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Service and such other agencies of the Department of Agriculture as the
Secretary may designate is authorized to establish and administer a program
(agricultural cost share programs)
to enter into contracts of not less
.
than five years nor more than ten years with owners and operators having
control of rural land for the purpose of installing and maintaining measures
incorporating best management practices
to control nonpoint source pollution
for improved water quality. . . P.L. 950217 authorizes $200 million for
fiscal year 1979 and $400 million for fiscal year 1980 to be appropriated
for carrying out the program.
EPA authority to ensure that the management plans are carried out
rests in its control over the permit system for point source discharges
and the construction grants program which provides up to 75% of the funds for
the construction of local wastewater treatment and collection systems. EPA
administers the program at the regional level and is currently understaffed








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The primary involvement of the Federal Government in controlling
stormwater runoff is again through the 208 Water Quality Planning Program
described earlier.
The remaining federal programs provideldiffer—
ent types
of technical and financial assistance to state and local govern-
ments to implement controls and structural development programs to control
stormwater runoff.
Only the Coastal Zone Management Program takes a com-
prehensive look of requiring development controls for the specified geo-
graphical coastal areas. Funding for the Coastal Zone Program includes
making funds available to state and local governments for the implementa—
tion of their control programs. Thus, as this program is implemented in
the next few years, the possibility exists that adequate funding will be
available to insure that stormwater runoff is controlled in the coastal
areas.
The remaining federal programs, while they will have an indirect
impact on stormwater runoff, do not directly control it, and are primarily
focused at the collection and treatment of stormwater rather than the Pe‘
duction of stormwater runoff in the first place.
The implementation of the Water Resources Planning Act by the Water
Resources Council in the Basin has just received a management audit from
the U. S. General Accounting Office. In the GAO's opinion, only limited
progress has been made in carrying out the purposes of the Water Resources
55
    
  
Planning Act. Specifically, the GAO says, "None of the River Basin
Commissions, for example, has completed a comprehensive water plan for its
entire region. Although the Council is required 00 review these plans, it
still has not determined how it will conduct the reviews, nor has it
reviewed the partial plans it has already received." The Water Resources
Planning Act does provide for the Federal Government 00 be involved in the
development of plans which can control or reduce stormwater runoff from urban
areas through the development of model ordinances and planning standards
which can be followed at the local level to insure that stormwater runoff
is reduced. Therefore, the correction of the problems identified by the
GAO in their report would provide great assistance to the planning of land




Two federal acts have an impact on the use of pesticides from a water
quality standpoint. The Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act of
1972 controls the uses of pesticides. The Federal Insecticide, Fungicide,
and Rodentcide Act is intended to control the manufacture, sale, and trans—
portation of pesticides, rather than their use. The Federal Pesticide
Control Act also requires that the EPA test and register every pesticide
that is used in the United States. It is unlawful for any pesticide to be ,
used without adequate registration. The EPA is given the power and author-
ity to promulgate rules and regulations to carry out the purposes of the
two acts. The acts also require joint federal, state and local cooperation
in their implementation. A national monitoring plan must be formulated in
cooperation with federal, state and local agencies, and should include soil
and water monitoring. The EPA may delegate certain of its enforcement
powers to the states, who are also given some enforcement authority. The
states may regulate the sale or use of pesticides and devices within their
borders, provided that the regulation does not permit sales or uses prohi-
bited under the Pesticide Control Act. A state may aﬂso require that
pesticides sold in the state meet special local needs as a prerequisite to
state registration. The federal labeling requirements apply to all states,
and the Acts specifically exclude state action in the area of labeling
requirements.4
Evaluation
In the interviews with state officials, the Contractor found that most
states are in the process of complying with the requirements of the Federal
Acts, through development of their own laws and regulations. Since most of
the water quality impacts of the federal law will be implemented at the
state and local level, the degree of success depends on the implementation
of the state and local programs.






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3.3.3.4 Erosion from Farm Practices
































































Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service.
The Department of Agriculture acting through the Soil Conversation
Service is authorized to establish the Agricultural Cost Sharing Program.
Under the Program the SCS may enter into contracts of not less than five
years nor more than ten years with owners and operators having control of
rural land for the purpose of installing and maintaining measures incor—
porating best management practices to control nonpoint source pollution for
improved water quality.
The Secretary shall enter into agreements with soil conservation
districts, state soil and water conservation agencies or state water
quality agencies to administer the program.
The Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act is a piece of
legislation under which Agriculture [Stabilization and the Conservation
Service through the direction of the Department of Agriculture utilizes
cost sharing as a method to accomplish soil and water conservation. The
Act establishes the Agricultural Conservation Program. The stated purpose
of this program is to prevent or abate agriculture-related pollution of
water, land and air for community benefit and the general public good.
ASCS shares the costs with farmers, ranchers, and woodland owners
(agriculture-producers) of installing approved soil and water conserving
pollution—abatement and related wildlife-conserving practices in accordance
with specified technical standards. 'These are practices which farmers
generally would not perform to the needed extent with their own resources.
The rate of cost-sharing averages between 50-75 percent of the cost.
Cost—sharing may be in the form of a purchase order to a vendor for
goods and services or a direct payment to the producer upon completion of
the practice. ASCS administers the program through the State and county
Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation committees. This other technical
and financial assistance program is aimed at sohl conservation. The water
quality aspects are secondary.
3.3.3.5 Drainage ,
Current Activities and Evaluation
In the area of subsurface drainage of agricultural land, the
Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act establishes the Agricultural
Conservation Program. This program provides cost share funds to individuals
to improve conservation practices, which include drainage. As stated
before (Section 3.2.2.1), farmers who are approved to participate receive
up to 75 percent of the cost of establishing the conservation practices !
on their land with an annual maximum of $2,500. Since drainage works
can cost considerably moriéthan this, the cost share feature is not an
























































































































































































































































of plans and permit programs.
3.3.4.2 Liquid Sewage Sludge Disposal
Current Activities and Evaluation
The 208 Program requires that adequate disposal of sewage sludges
from treatment plants to be included in the management plan and implemented
through the plan.
In addition, the 201 Construction Grants Program requires
that the facilities plan which is developed for each specific facility
must identify how the sludges will be disposed of and where. With the
implementation of these two programs, the disposal of liquid sewage sludge
should be adequately controlled.
3.3.4.3 Private Sewage Disposal
Current Activities and Evaluation
The control of private sewage disposal systems has traditionally
been one at the local level. Therefore, there has been no federal program
designed to control private Sewage disposal systems. However, SCS soil














































































































































































































process. This program, like the liquid sewage sludgeprogram, should




Current Activities and Evaluation
The Section 208 Water Quality Management Plans require that
construction and maintenance of transportation corridors be controlled
in terms of nonpoint source pollution runoff.
The Federal Highway Administration requires that its erosion control
practices be incorporated in the planning, design and implementation of
any highways which are build using FHWA funds. The Federal Aviation
Administration has similar requirements for the construction of airports
using federal funding. All highway, airport, pipeline, and utility right-
of-way constructionprojects either through the use of federal funds or
the requirement for a federal permit to cross interstate lines fall under
requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act, which will require
an environmental impact statement to be completed on a project. With the
development of the environmental impact statement, there must be mitigating
measures developed which will reduce anyenvironmental impacts of the
development of a project. This can be an indirect control.
3.3.6 Shoreline Landfilling
Current Activities and Evaluation
Two federal programs have direct control over activities in the
shoreline. The Coastal Zone Management Program is a cooperative program
with the states and requires the development of a management program for
land and water resources in the coastal zone. Grants are given to the
states for a planning program and then to implement the program and for
the management of specific environmentally sensitive areas which should
be preserved. This program is currently in the third year of the planning
program with several areas also having been designated as preservation
areas. How effective this program will be in controlling nonpoint
pollution sources in the coastal zone is still undeterminable since
implementation has not yet begun.
The second program is Section 404 of Water Pollution Control Act
Amendments of 1972. This Section requires the Corps of Engineers to
























































































































































































The U.S. Geological Survey also provides topographic and geological
information to local governments as it relates to mining operations.
3.3.8 Recreation
Current Activities and Evaluation
 
The control of pesticides and private sewage disposal in recreational
areas falls into two categories. Pesticides are controlled as described
earlier. Private sewage disposal is not controlled at the Federal level for
private lands, however, there are management practices to which the Federal
National Park Service and the National Forest Service must adhere to in terms
of the provision of sewage disposal in recreational areas that they operate.
The Section 208 water quality management plans must address the use
of private sewage disposal systems in private recreational areas. These
management plans will also develop sediment control plans which will also
apply to sedimentation runoff from specific types of recreational activities.
The Federal government has two other programs which affect nonpoint
source pollution from recreational activities. These are the Land and Water
Conservation Funds Act, which requires permits for specific types of uses
in the National Park System and provides grants for states for the planning,
acquisition and development of outdoor recreation facilities. For the state
to be eligible and to receive a grant, it must complete a comprehen51ve
61
 state outdoor recreation plan identifying where recreation activities
will be pursued and what kind.
The second Federal program is the Resource Conservation and
Development LoanProgram which provides technicalcost share and loan
assistance to public agencies and others for public watersbased recreation
facility development. It requires the development of a plan showing the
development of a specific recreational area and that it meets Federal
planning standards for grant assurance.
3.3.9 Lakeshore and Riverbank Erosion
 
Current Activities and Evaluation
The Federal government has several programs which indirectly
control erosion from lakeshores and riverbanks. The Soil and Water
Conservation Program administered by the Soil Conservation Service
provides assistance to individuals and local units of government for
reducing lakeshore or riverbank erosion from different types of activities.
The Flood Control Act and the Flood Insurance Program administered through
the Corps of Engineers and the Department of Housing and Urban Development
require that state and local laws restricting land uses and floodplains be
developed. The Flood Control Act provides funds for the construction of
facilities to control floods. To receive these funds the jurisdictions must
have passed laws restricting land use in floodplains.
To assist in the implementation of flood control projects, the
Corps of Engineers maintains prime responsibility and provides educational
and technical assistance services to local jurisdictions on how to
control and prevent floods.
Through the requirement to develop controls on the types of develop-
ment to reduce lakeshore erosion in the coastal zone, the Coastal Zone
Management Program will havea direct effect through cooperation with the
states on the reduction of erosion from lakeshore areas.
The only program that will have a widespread effect on controlling
lakeshore erosion is the Coastal Zone Management Program since it is
designed to specifically control development. The other programs are
designed to control the effects of flooding and erosion on man, and not
necessarily to improve water quality.
3.3.10 Forests
Current Activities and Evaluation
The Forest Service is conducting 208 planning studies on national
forest areas. State foresters are distributing information on erosion
and sediment control. The Forest Service is also providing state and
local units with technical assistance and conducting training programs
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The critical Federal program directly related to nonpoint source
water pollution is the 208 Water Quality Management Program.
Since this
program is still in the development stages at the state and local level
it is too early to determine the actual impact it will have on nonpoint
pollution. The program has the potential to ensure that uniform controls
on all land use activities that cause nonpoint source pollution are
developed. The success of implementation depends on many factors,
including the financial and technical resources available at all levels
of government to ensure compliance with the controls that are developed.
Weaknesses in the Federal programs are in coordination of land
management practices between Federally owned land and its surrounding areas.
Most Federal land management practices do not always take water quality





This Chapter presents a summary of the legislative authority related
to land use activities that may cause water pollution. Where information
was available, the legislation is summarized byAct or popular title with
the implementing agency, affected land use activity, purpose, provisions
and administrative responsibilities identified. The listing follows:






Environmental Pesticide Control Act of 1972
Flood Act of 1936 as amended
Flood Control Act of 1960 as amended
Flood Control Act of 1973 as amended
Food and Agriculture Act of 1962

















Land and Water Conservation Funds Act of 1965
National Forests 16 USCA, Relevant Portions, Sections 471-482
National Forests 16 USCA Relevent Portions of Section 551—583
Public Lands
Public Works and Economic Development of 1965 as amended
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of
1976 as amended
Safe Drinking Water Act, Part C
Soil Surveys
Surface Mine Reclamation Act
Water Bank Act
Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972 as amended by Clean Water
Act of 1977
Water Resources Planning Act
















































































































Establishes a grant program that assists coastal zone states in ad—
ministering the Coastal Zone Management program approved by the
Secretary of Commerce.
3.
Establishes a grant program for two
ormore coastal states to coop—
eratively develop and administer coastal zone planning, policies and
























5. Authorizes the Secretary to establish 3 Coastal Zone Management Ad-
visory Commission to advise the Secretary on policy matters concern—
ing the coastal zone and details the membership requirements.
6. Details the conditions upon which the extension of benefits to states
in the management program is dependent.
7. Designates areas to be permanently used for preserving and restoring
construction resources.
8. Requires grantees to comply with the requirements of both the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act and the Clean Air Act.
Administrative Responsibilities:
The Secretary of the Department of Commerce is responsible for administering
the above-mentioned grant programs. The Secretary is also responsible for
promulgating rules and regulations regarding the programs.
 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Federal Environmental Pesticide Control Act of 1972
includes Federal Insecticide, Fungicide and Rodenti-
cide Act, 7 USC 135 et.seq.; P.L. 92-516; amended by
P.L. 94-51, 1975; amended by P.L. 94-140, 1975
Implementing Agency: Environmental Protection Agency
Affected Land Use Activities:
Pesticides
Purpose:




Prohibits any person in any state from distributing, selling or offer-
ing for sale, holding for sale, shipping, delivering for shipment, or
receiving any pesticide which is not registered by the Administrator
of EPA; except in other cases expressly providedfor under the Act.
Details the procedure for registering a pesticide and the information
required to register.
Classifies the pesticide either as being for general use, restricted
use or both.
Provides the Administrator with the authority to change a user
classification.
Requires certification of applicators of pesticides.
Provides states with the authority to certify applicators, if they so
desire.
Requires state to submit a plan detailing the standards for certifica—
tion of an applicator, and the state agency who willbe responsible for
administering the program.
Provides Administrator with the authority to cancel the registration
of any pesticide at the end of a 5—year period.
Details the procedure for change and cancellation in classification.
Requires the registration of any establishment producing pesticides
to be registered with the Administrator and details the procedures





































































































packages and containers of pesticides.
16.
Authorizes Administrator of EPA to enter into cooperative agreements
with the State in the enforcement of the Act.
17.
Authorizes Administrator to enter into agreement for the purposes of
encouraging training of applicators.
l8. Provides states with the authority to regulate the sale or use of
pesticides or devices and to provide registration of pesticides for
distribution in the state.
Administrative Responsibilities:
The Administrator of EPA is responsible for promulgating rules and regulations
with regard to the usage of pesticides of various classifications, classify—
ing pesticides, establishing standards for certifying applicators, and ap—








































USCA 701-70lu, 5 USC 5315, 10 USC 3013, 16 USC 460d,
33 USC 416e, 709a, 42 USC 1962-2, d—b, 43 USC 15—lla
Implementing Agency: Department of the Army, Department of Agriculture
Affected Land Use Activities: all categories
Purpose:
To protect watersheds from runoff and water flow retardation and soil
erosion.
Provisions:
1. Construction on Federal land is contingent upon receipt of assurances
from governmental units that necessary easements and rights-of—way
will be provided without cost.
2. Requiring enactment and enforcement of State and local laws restrict—
ing land use and otherwise preventing runoff and soil erosion.
3. Requiring agreements as to the permanent use of land.
4. Failure to comply with conditions of the Act may result in a denial
of funds.
Administrative Responsibilities:
Department of the Army is responsible for preparation and development of
Flood Control Plans. Department of Agriculture is responsible for im-
provement of watersheds, water flow and soil erosion. Emergency measures






33 USC 709a, Flood Control Act of 1960, as amended;
P.L. 86—645
Implementing Agency: Department of Defense
Affected Land Use Activities: Stormwater Runoff
Purpose:
To promote appropriate recognition of flood hazards in land and water use
planning and development through the provision of needed information,
technical services, and guidance.
Provisions:
1. Authorizes the Secretary of the Army, through the Chief of Engineers,
to compile and disseminate information on floods and flood damages,
including identification on areas subject to inundation by floods,
criteria on the use of flood plain areas, and advise on how to amel—
iorate the flood hazard.
2. Provides information and advice only upon request.
Administrative Responsibilities:
The Department of Defense is responsible for the collection and dissemination
of information on floods and flood damage.
   
 POLITICAL JURISDICTION: Federal
 
Title or Reference: Flood Disaster Protection Act of 1973 as amended,
by Housing Authorization Act of 1976 (P.L. 94-375),
Housing and Community Development Act of 1977 (P.L. 95—128)
Code of Federal Regulations Title 24, Chapter X, Sub-
chapter B.
Implementing Agency:


























































































































































































































































































































Requires that communities in flood—prone areas review building
permits for all proposed construction or other improvements, all
building permit applications,
subdivision proposals, and new
development; and requires new or replacement of existing water supply
systems and/or sanitary sewage systems to comply with flood plain
management requirements.
b.
Requires permits for any excavation, filling grading, or
construction in mudslide—prone areas and requires that these
permits be reviewed.
Administrative Responsibilities:
Department of Housing and Urban Development, Federal Insurance Administration
is responsible for administering the provisions of the Act.
77




Title or Reference: Food and Agriculture Act of 1962; Public Law 87-703,
lOll (Supp. V) 1959-1963, 7 USC 1010
Implementing Agencxz Department of Agriculture, Farmers Home Administration,
SCS
Affected Land Use Activities: all categories
Purpose:
To correct maladjustments in land use, and assist in controlling soil erosion,
reforestation, preserving natural resources, protecting fish and wildlife,
mitigating floods, preventing impairment of dams and reservoirs, and prob
tecting the watersheds of navigable streams. ;
Provisions;
1. Investigation and surveys to help develop programs and plans of land
conservation and utilization, technical services and financial '
assistance to sponsors, local groups, and individuals.
2. Making loans for resource improvements and developments in approved
projects.
Administrative Responsibilities:


















































































































































































government services and implementation of measures.
Administrative Responsibilities:
The Department of Housing and Urban Development is responsible for


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































preparing and maintaining an inventory and evaluation of outdoor recrea—
tional needs and resources, preparing a system for classification of outdoor
recreation resources, formulating and maintaining a comprehensive nation—
wide outdoor recreational plan, and providing technical and financial assist-

























480, 482, 482L—2, 482L—3
Implementing Agency: Department of Agriculture, Forest Service
Affected Land Use-Activities: Timber Production
Purpose:
To improve and protect the national forests, secure favorable conditions
of water flow and furnish a continuous supply of timber.
Provisions:
1. Establishes national forests.
2. Regulates the sale of timber and requires that notice of the sale
take place not less than 30 days before the sale.
3. Any person who violatesany rule or regulation shall be guilty of
a misdemeanor and upon conviction befined not more than $500 or
imprisoned for not more than one year, or both.
4. Permits prospecting, development and utilization of mineral resources
within the boundary of the national forests in Minnesota (Black Hills
National or Harvey National Forest), Section 508b.
5. Authorizes the forest service to investigate, purchase lands or
interests in lands or rights—of—way for use and protection of water
rights in national forests.
6. Merchantable timber may be cut only if cutting will not detrimentally
affect the "purity" of the water.
7. Authorizes permits for timber cutting in certain national forests
if necessary to mining operation.
Administrative Responsibilities:
The Forest Service, Department of Agriculture is responsible for promulgating
rules and regulations with regard to the use, occupation, and sale of
timber in national forests. The Forest Service is also responsible for
the administration and protection of the national forest in accordance
















































































































































































Establishes the local advisory board for the purpose of listening to
grievances of forest grazing permittees with regard to grazing on forest
lands, recommencing the issuance of permits, seasons of use, and the
capacity of the land.
6. Requires permits for grazing on national forest lands. These permits
are limited to ten years with renewable terms.
7. Requires the Secretary of Agriculture to make and keep current a
comprehensive survey of the present and prospective requirements for
timber and other forest production in the U.S.
8. Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to establish a program, the
purpose of which is to conduct investigations, experiments, and tests
that will promulgate the best methods of reforestation and of growing,
managing and utilizing timber.
83




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   





































































with substantial and persistent unemployment through public works and
development facilities.
Provisions:
1. Authorizes EDAto provide grants to states, political subdivisions or
private nonprofit organizations for construction of public facilities
such as water and sewer systems, port facilities and flood control
projects, industrial roads, expansion of harbor and port facilities.
2. Funds the public works projects through the award of direct grants
supplementing grants, bonus grants, health facility operating grants,
and loans, or through a combination of the above.
Administrative Responsibilities:
The Secretary of Commerce is designated Administrator for purposes of the
Act. The key branch of the Department of Commerce which is responsible
to react to applications, promulgate rules and regulations, and implement,


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































guidelines to assist in the development and implementation of state
solid waste management plan.
7.
Details the minimum requirement for approval of state plan.
8.
Requires the Administrator of EPA to promulgate criteria for deter-
mining which facilities should be classified as open dumps and
which shall be classified as sanitary landfills.
9. Prohibits open dumping of solid waste or hazardous waste, except
in the case of any practice or disposal of solid waste under a








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































oil and natural gas production or the underground injection of a
secondary or tertiary recovery of oil or natural gas from the per—











Issue temporary permits if necessary to allow continued injection
operations until the final rules and regulations have been pro-
mulgated.































































ment responsibilities for controlling underground fluid injection.
The EPA is given authority to insure that the state then enforces its









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































for mining and reclamation.
Authorizes the construction and operation of 10 university coal
research laboratories.
Authorizes research demonstration projects and training relative
to coal mining and reclamation.








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































c) all construction activities;






































































































































































































































the Administrator of EPA.
23. Prohibits discharge of pollutants in Virtually all U.S. waters,
unless a permit is issued by EPA or an EPA approved program.
24. Requires EPA, in cooperation with States and their political sub—
divisions and other Federal agencies, to establish, equip, and

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































trator a full and complete description of the program it proposes
to establish and administer under State law or under an interstate
compact.
In addition, such State shall submit a statement from the
attorney general (or the attorney for those State agencies which
have independent legal counsel), or from the chief legal officer
in the case of an interstate agency, that the laws of such State,
or the interstate-compact, as the case may be, provide adequate

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































1983 water quality goals set forth in Section 101(a) of the Act.
They are defined as programs which are enforceable and are admin—
istered by agencies with adequate legal authority and resources
to ensure their implementation.
Does not require a regulatory program where the plan prepared under
Section 208 certifies that substantial water quality problems re-
sulting from nonpoint sources do not exist or are not likely to
develop in the foreseeable future.
Allows for a great deal of flexibility as to the particular regu-
latory program which is most appropriate to control a particular








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Where a program is fully established and has
been in place for a period of time, it should be possible to deter—
mine its effectiveness and evaluate where changes need to be made.
Approval shall be withdrawn if the program is not being adequately



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































judgement, the program will result in implementation of nonpoint
source controls which will result in achievement of the desired
vwater quality goals. Full approval of non—regulatory programs
will only begiven where implementation efforts, such as hiring
of personnel or budget allocations, have commenced. If implementation
will ocdur in stages (i.e. only a portion of the total additional
personnel or funding required will be in place in year one) and
stage one has been implemented and a definite schedule for imple-
menting future stages has been agreed upon, full approval may be
granted.~ Conditional approval maybe granted where the conditions
noted below have been met, a schedule for implementation has been





































































































































































































Provides the Regional Administrator with the authority to disapprove
a proposed non—regulatory program as being inadequate for the nonpoint
sourca portion of the plan when he has reason to believe it will
not be effective and will not lead to the application of Best
Management Practices.
Factors he should consider in making that
determination should include the severity of the nonpoint source
problem, past experience of the involved governmental unit with
the proposed appreach, and the type of program that is proposed.
If funding sources for program implementation are not identified
with specificity and are not realistic sources, the proposed non-
regulatory program will be disapproved.
States that where substantial water quality problems continue to
exist, those programs which are merely a continuation of an existing
program (i.e., do not provide additional educational, technical,
or financial assistance, or utilize techniques and institutions
which have not been successful), which has been in place for a



















































































































that effective programs are developed and implemented.
Administrative Responsibility
 























































































































membership requirements, duties and authorities.
5. Establishes the Great Lakes Basin Commission.
6.
Authorizes financial assistance to states for the development of
comprehensive water and related land resources plans.
Water Resources Council Principals and Standards for Planning and Related
Land Resources -- 38 FR 24778
Details the principals and standards established by the Water Resources
Council with regard to planning the use of the water and related land
resources. '
Administrative Responsibilities:
The Water Resources Council is responsible for reviewing and approving
any plans received from the river basin commissions, principles, standards
and procedures for Federal participants in the preparation of comprehensive
regional or river basin plans, review and evaluate Federal water and
related land resources projects.
The river basin commissions are responsible for preparing and continually
updating the comprehensive water and related land resources plan.
  
 POLITICAL JURISDICTION: Federal
 
Title or Reference: lwatershed Protection and Flood Prevention Act of
1954 PL 83—566, 16 USCA 1001 et seq.
Implementing Agency: Department of Agriculture
Affected Land Use Activities: All categories
PrOVisions:
l. Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to establish the Watershed
Protection and Flood Prevention Program (Small Watershed Program).
This program:
Provides technical and financial assistance in planning and
carrying out works of improvement. Assistance is provided
in planning, designing and installing watershed works of im—
provement; in sharing costs of flood prevention, irrigation,
drainage, sedimentation control, fish and wildlife developments,
public recreation, water quality, and in extending long-term
credit to help local interests with their share of the costs.
Watershed area must not exceed 250,000 acres. Capacity of a
single structure is limited to 25,000 acrefeet.
2. Requires plans and estimates for works of improvement to be prepared.
3. Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture to establish theIWatershed
Protection and Flood Prevention Program. This program is designed
to provide loan assistance to local sponsors to share costs for works
of improvement in approvad watersheds. The total amount of the loans
for any single plan may not exceed $5,000,000.
4. Authorizes the Secretary of Agriculture, through the Soil Conservation
Service to assist states and other Federal agencies preparing compre—
hensive plans for the development of water and related land resources
within river basins or regions, giving fmdl ccnsideration to agricul—
tural program impacts on resource development and use (River Basin
Program).
Administrative Responsibilities:
The Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, is responsible
ﬁor administering both the Watershed Protection and Flood Prevention
Program and the River
BasinProgram.
The Department of Agriculture,
Farmers Home Administration, is responsible for administering the Water—












































Authorizes the Secretary of the Interior,
through the Geological Survey,
to provide technical information assistance to state and other political
subdivisions of states to make topographic and geological surveys and
conduct investigations relating to mineral and water resources.
2.
Establishes the Office of the Director of the Geological Survey.
Administrative Responsibilities:
The Director of the Geological Survey, Department of the Interior, is re-


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Department of Agriculture is responsible for administering all the
above programs. The Soil Conservation Service, a division of the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, is responsible for administering the Soil and Water
Conservation Program. SCS offices are located in nearly all counties
throughout the country. SCS representatives are responsible for providing
technical services to landowners and land users; helping prepare and re-
vise conservation plans; making field investigations and recommendations
on land use and treatment for school, sanitary landfill, hospital, rec-
reation and water and sewer facilities; and providng technical infor—
mation to government bodies for use in enacting zoning ordinances, land




























































































































































Washington, D.C., September 1975.
U.S. General Accounting Office.
Improvements
Neededby the Water
Resources Council and River Basin Commission to Achieve the
Objectives of the Water Resources Planning Act of 1965, U.S.
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